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REQUESTOR NAME: Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia 
(CEC) 

IR ROUND NO: #2 

TO: 

DATE: 

British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro) 

December 16, 2016 

PROJECT NO 
APPLICATION NAME: 

3698869 
F2017 to F2019 Revenue Requirements Application 

129. Reference: Exhibit B-10, 1.8.3 and 1.8.5; Exhibit B-9, BCUC 1.57.1 

1.8.3 Please provide the Budget for Site C and identify when it was 
established. 

RESPONSE: 

The budget for the Site C Clean Energy Project is $8.335 billion, plus an additional 
$440 million project reserve subject to provincial Treasury Board approval, for a 
total of $8.775 billion. 

This budget was established at the Final Investment Decision in December 2014. 
Please refer to: https://news.gov.bc.ca/stories/site-c-to-provide-more-than-100-
years-of -affordable-reliable-clean-power. 

1.8.5 Does BC Hydro anticipate being under budget, on budget or over 
budget for Site C? Please explain 

RESPONSE: 

BC Hydro expects to complete the Site C Clean Energy Project on budget. 

{00649566;1} 
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1.57 .1 Please explain the reasons for the unfilled positions in the Capital 
Infrastructure Project Delivery business group in F2015 and 
F2016. 

RESPONSE: 

The primary reason for the unfilled positions is lower than planned FTEs for the 
Site C Clean Energy Project Key Business Unit. When the fiscal 2015 and 
fiscal 2016 FTE plan numbers were established, BC Hydro expected that the Site C 
Clean Energy Project would have reached the Implementation Phase earlier than it 
actually did. As a result, the FTEs' ramped up later than originally planned. 

Going forward, the Site C Clean Energy Project is working toward filling the 
vacancies, so the variances are expected to be less for the test period. In some 
cases, recruiting processes are extended due to the need to find experienced, 
qualified resources and relocate them to site. 

129.1. Is the Site C Clean Energy Project currently behind schedule? 
129 .1.1. If yes, please provide the approximate time frame that BC Hydro is 

behind, and identify and quantify any costs or benefits that may be 
associated with the delay. 

130. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.13.1 and 1.14.2 and 
https://www.biv.com/article/2016/12/bc-government-announces-aggressive-plan
clectrify-/ and Exhibit B-9, BCUC 1.8.l 

{00649566;1} 

1.13.1 What is the City of Vancouver residential load? Please express in 
S and GWh with each as a percentage of total residential load. 

RESPONSE: 

The information requested is provided in the table below. 

City ot Vancouver BC Hydro City of Vancouver 

Residential Sales Total Residential Sales Percentage of Total Residential 

GWh Revenue GWh Revenue Sales Revenue 
($million) ($million) (%) (%) 

F2015 1,759 174 17,047 1,631 10.3 10.6 

F2016 1,765 185 17,331 1,754 10.2 10.6 

Note 1: The residential sales for the City of Vancouver are based on BC Hydro's 
billing system. 
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RESPONSE: 

We have not adjusted our May 2016 Load Forecast to reflect policies that have 
been identified in the City of Vancouver's Renewable City Strategy or the 
Province's Climate Leadership Plan. The Renewable City Strategy includes policy 
actions that increase the use and supply of renewable energy. To the extent this 
renewable supply is delivered in the form of electricity supplied by BC Hydro, we 
would anticipate an Increase in overall electricity demand, all other things being 

equal. However, we have not yet quantified the potential impacts of these and 
other policies Identified in the Renewable City Strategy. 

As noted in BC Hydro's response to CEC IR 1.24.1, our recent assessment of 
Province's Climate Leadership Plan concluded there are sufficient resources to 
meet expected load commitments as well as initial load requirements in the 
Climate Leadership Plan. 

The longer term implications of the Climate Leadership Plan as well as other 
initiatives such as the City of Vancouver's Renewable Energy Strategy will be 
addressed as part of our 2018 Integrated Resource Plan. 

B.C. government announces aggressive plan to electrify B.C. natural gas fields. 

130.1. 

130.2. 

{00649566;1} 

1.8. I Ple::ise reconcile the grov,th proiected for the oil 0111d gnn sector 
and BC Hydro's relatively mnan LNG volume anticipated in the 
large indt1slriJI forecast within the test period. 

RESPOtlSE: 

The table IJelow shows the volume of LtlG loi1d 1 over the test period rel'1tive to the 
large industri;1I oil and gas S'11es forecc1sf. 

Fiscal Year LNG Sale-s lncre-mental Large- Industrial Incremental 
(GWh) Growth in LNG Oil and Gas Growth in Off 

Sales Sales and Gas Sales 
(GWh) (GWh) (GWh) 

F2017 57 1,639 

F201S 139 67 1,993 354 

F2019 139 0 2,652 659 

Please provide the City of Vancouver Commercial and Industrial loads in the 
same format as that provided for Residential in CEC 1.13 .1. 
Please confirm that other municipalities such as the City of Victoria are also 
adopting environmental strategies that could reasonably be expected to affect the 
electricity load. 



130.3. 

130.4. 

130.5. 

130.6. 

130.7. 
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Please confirm that BC Hydro will be implementing fuel switching electrification 
to achieve greenhouse gas reductions, and that it is currently in the process of 
being developed, and that implementation will begin sometime in the test period. 
130.3.1. If not confirmed, please explain. 
Please confirm that the average natural gas use is approximately 90 GJ per home. 
Please provide the number of single family dwellings in the City of Vancouver. 
Please provide the number of multi-family dwellings in the City of Vancouver. 
Please confirm that electrification of space and water heating would be more 
expensive than the existing gas fired space and water heating, and provide 
quantification of the approximate difference. 
130.7.1. Please provide the total load for those Municipalities that BC 

Hydro is aware of that are adopting strategies related to the 
reduction of natural gas or other policies that could influence the 
electricity load requirements. Please identify the load by 
municipality and provide in the same way as for the Vancouver 
load (include residential, commercial and industrial). 

130.8. Please provide the same information regarding dwellings for the City of Victoria 
and other municipalities that are adopting strategies related to the reduction of 
natura,l gas. 

130.9. Please confirm that the BC Provincial government has adopted a policy of 
electrification of natural gas fields that BC Hydro is looking at implementing. 
13 0. 9 .1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

130.10. Please explain if BC Hydro anticipates beginning to implement this electrification 
at any time during the test period. 

130.11. Please confirm that the load for the electrification is incorporated in the 
incremental oil and gas sales as shown in BCUC 1.8.1. 

{00649566;1} 

13 0 .11.1. If yes, please provide a range of unce1iainty around the oil and gas 
sales and the incremental oil and gas sales shown in BCUC 1.8.1. 

130.11.2. If not, please provide an estimate of the load that could be 
generated as a result of the Provincial government policy of 
electrification with a range of uncertainty. 
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131. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.15.5 

A B c 
Housing Housing Housing 

Starts Stai1s St;:1rts 
Robert 

Fairholm 
CMHC CMHC 

Economic 
Consultant 
Provincial Provincial Provincial 

Total Total Tot~1I 

Fourth 
C;;Jendar 

March 20·15 ' Calendar First Ou;irter Calendar Quarter 
Year Ye or 

2015' 
Year 

20162 

Actual 2005 34,665 Actual 2005 31.119 Actual 2005 3·1,110 
Actual 2006 36,439 Actual 2006 32.571 Actual 2006 32,571 
Actual 2007 39,193 Actual 2007 34.362 Actual 2007 34,362 

Actual 2008 34,321) Actual 2008 30,857 Actual 2008 30,857 
Actual 2009 16,076 Actual 2009 13,833 Actu;:il 2009 13,833 
Actual 2010 26,478 Actual 2010 23.000 Actual 2010 23,000 
Actual 201·1 2B,39G Actual 2011 24.346 AclUJI 2011 24,346 
Actual 2012 27,465 Actual 2012 25,477 Actual 2012 25.477 
Actual 2013 27.053 Act\ml 2013 25.685 Actual 2013 25,6l35 
Actual 2014 28,356 Actual 2014 26.741 Actual 2014 26,741 

Forecast 2015 27,566 Forecast 2015 28.300 ActuJI 2015 29,914 
Forec.:\st 2016 27,434 Forecast 2016 29.000 Forecast 2016 39.300 
Forecast 2017 26,798 Forecast 2017 34.400 
f1:ire1;a$t 2018 26,751 Forecast 2018 32.000 
Notes: 

1. lhe source of actual data pro•1ided in column A is Statistics Canada as such it may differ to the CMHC data in colum Hand C. 

2. History of total Provincial housing starts are from the CMHC in column 8 and C 

Notes: 
1. The CMHC first quarter 2015 forecast comes from the report located at: 

https:!/www.cmhc-

Range 

37.700 
32.000 
29.700 

schl.£Jc.ca/odpubfesubf65442/65442 2015 001.pdf?fr=1478627051917 &sid=CHjR8MO 
PRWNu3Chhde4nShSnmTflsUyKk8PkrrgcdcE2nEpoLUrd2QYMyOHeOxZ9\. 

2. The CMHC fourth quarter 2016 forecast comes from the report located at: 
https:/lwww.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/odpub/esub/65442/65442 2016 B02.pdf, in which the 
CHMC describes a range of housing starts forecast for 2016 to 2018. 

131.1. 

{00649566;1} 

Can BC Hydro explain why the CMHC Housing Start forecast is significantly 
higher than the Robert Fairholm Economic Consultant's forecast for the years 

2016, 2017 and 2018? 
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132. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.15.6 

A B c D E F=(D'E)/1000000 

Fiscal Total Total Average Resiclential BC Hydro Resiclenlial Sales 
Year Provincial Provincial Forecast Ending Average Use Per Estimate 

CMHC Housing CMHC Housing CMHC Housing Number of Account i!S per 
Starts Forecast Starts Forecast Starts Forecast Accounts May 2016 Load 
(Fourth Ouar ter (F ourtil Quilrter (Fourtll Ouarter Forecilst 

of 2016) of 20·1 G) of 2016) (kWll/Account) (GWh) 

F2016 1,751,296 

F2017 39,300 37,700 38,500 1,789)9G 10,216 18,285 

F2018 34,400 32,000 33,200 1,822,996 10;104 18,420 

F2019 32,000 29,700 30,850 1,853,846 10,037 18,608 

Notes: 
1. Column C is an average of column A and B. 
2. Column D is developed by adding the average forecast housing starts to previous 

years' residential accounts. 
3. Column E is the average use per account consistent with May 2016 forecast after 

demand-side management and var and voltage optimization savings. 
4. Column F is the resulting residential sales forecast with the CMHC housing starts 

forecast. 

132.1. Please clarify why Column A and Column B have the same title but different 
numbers. 

133. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.16.2 

{00649566;1} 

RESPONSE: 

At the time the May 2016 Load Forecast was finalized, we assessed the state of 
the global economy in developing tl1e mid load forecast. This assessment offered 
the following observations: 

1. Most key B.C. commodity markets will continue to face weakness in the 
short term (i.e., next few years) due to a position of oversupply; 

2. It is anticipated that a rebalancing of commodity markets will happen 
gradually over the next few years; 

3. China's economic growth is expected to slow down over the next few 
years; and 

4. The decline in the global commodity prices has contributed to the 
temporary closure of mining facilities and delay of new projects in the 
forecast period. 

Since the May 2016 Load Forecast, we do not believe that there have been major 
changes to the global situation. BC Hydro's view of a gradual recovery will further 
enable opportunities for the B.C. industrial sector, however the extent to which 
these become fLll!y realized is uncertain. 



133.1. 

133.2. 

133.3. 

133.4. 

133.5. 

133.6. 
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Please confirm that the last recession Canada experienced was in 2008. 

Please confirm or otherwise clarify that the impact of the 2008 recession on BC 

Hydro's was significant and lasting. 

Does BC Hydro anticipate another recession within the next three to five years? 

Please explain why or why not. 

Please provide the dates for the last 10 recessions. 

Please provide BC Hydro's assessment of the impact of each of these recessions 

on BC Hydro's load. 

Please confirm that the link http://oee.mcan.gc.ca/corporate/statistics/neud/dpa/ 

menus/trends/comprehensive_tables/list.cfm provides the NR Can Comprehensive 

Energy Use Database 

133.6.1. The CEC has developed the following graph from the above 

information. Please discuss whether this graph validly represents 

energy end use in BC. 

Energy End Use in BC (PJ) 

600.0 -----------------------------------------------------------------

400.0 

200.0 

0.0 -----------~---------_,_, ____ ,,, _________ ------ ·-----
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en en en en en en en en en en 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rl rl rl rl rl rl rl rl rl rl N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 

Electricity Natural Gas , Petroleum -~~ Woodwaste 

'----------·-------------------------------------------------------·------·--------·----- -----·-----~-- -------

133.7. Please c01mnent on what appears to be relatively flat consumption for electricity 

over the 1990-2013 period. 

134. Reference: BC Hydro Website 
https://www.bchydro.com/news/conservation/2016/rra-fl 7-19-explained.html, 
Exhibit B-1-1, Page 10-1 and Page 10-2; Exhibit B-9, BCUC 1.170.1and1.170.2 

We're spending about $2 billion a year on upgrades to meet future demand 

The numbers are staggering: 

" A million more people living in B.C. 20 years from now 

• Over 80,000 new homes built in B.C. in the next three years alone 

{00649566;1} 

I 
' 
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@ An almost 40% increase in electricity demand in B.C. over the next 20 
years 

45 years is the average age our hydroelectric dams and generating stations 

@ Over 400,000 of our transmission and distribution towers and poles need 
renewal or replacement in the next 10 years. 

With that pieture of B.C.'s future comes a hard reality. At the same time that a 
drop in world commodity prices has slowed industrial sectors such as mining -
cutting into BC Hydro's revenues - we need to keep spending about $2 billion a 
year to invest in our aging electrical system and build for future energy demand. 

With forecast revenues down, we had a choice: instead of passing these issues on 
to customers, we gave careful thought to new measures to reduce our costs even 
further so we could stick to our plan to ensure low and predictable rates. 

That plan is detailed in our recent filing of the Revenue Requirements 
Application (RRA), which determines the total amount of money ~we need to 
operate, and helps us to determine how much money we can collect from our 
customers through rates. 

For over 25 years, BC Hydro's demand-side management programs have supported 

energy conservation and encouraged the adoption of more energy efficient products 

and equipment. Over the same period, a lot has changed. Customer acceptance of 

certain energy efficient products has increased, new technologies have improved 

access to energy data and changing customer expectations and system needs have 

presented new opportunities in areas such as capacity-focused demand-side 

management and low-carbon electrification. 

process, BC Hydro reduced the average cost of its demand-side management 

programs to $22/MWh while remaining on track to meet the Clean Energy Act target 

to offset at least 66 per cent of incremental demand from 2008 to 2020 through 

conservation and maintaining the capability to acquire further demand-side 

management electricity savings in the future should those savings be required. 



1.170.1 
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Please estimate tile average persistence of savings (in years) of 
BC Hydro's F2017-F2019 DSM proposal. 

RESPONSE: 

The weighted average persistence of savings of BC Hydro's demand-side 
management activities over the period fiscal 2017 to fiscal 2019 is shown in the 
table below. 

Weighted Average Persistence 
(years) 

Codes and Standards 30 

Rate Structures 4 

Programs 14 

Total Portfolio 19 

1.170.2 

RESPONSE: 

Please provide furtl1er information to support the $36 per MWh 
avoided energy cost estimate used by BC Hydro for the UCT 
screening filter and describe the key assumptions. 

BC Hydro uses the Long Run Marginal Cost, not the $36/MWh estimate, as the 
primary avoided energy cost for the utility cost test by BC Hydro. The $36/MWh 
estimate is an extra filter to prioritize demand-side management investments. The 
$36/MWh estimate is the average electricity market sell price at the B.C. Border 
from fiscal 2017 to fiscal 2033 based on BC Hydro's current long-term electricity 
market price forecast. As described in section 10.3.4.1 of the Application, this 
extra filter ensures that even surplus energy resulting from demand-side 
management would still have a positive impact on BC Hydro's revenue 
requirements because the utility cost would be less than the market price. 

134.1. Please confirm that changes in end-use technology and corresponding reductions 
in consumption per customer could reduce the load increases over the next 20 

years. 
134.2. Does BC Hydro expect innovation in conservation and efficiency technologies to 

continue into the future? Please explain why or why not. 

134.3. 

134.4. 

{00649566;1} 

Please identify the key technologies that are being developed that can be expected 

to impact energy use over the next 20 years. 
134.3.1. Please provide an estimated time frame for each technology. 
Does BC Hydro's energy load forecast anticipate known conservation and 

efficiency technology developments and does it anticipate development of new 



134.5. 

134.6. 

134.7. 

134.8. 
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energy efficiency technologies not currently known? Please explain for both 
known and unknown technologies. 
Even though the CPR report is not yet available on the record in this proceeding, 
is BC Hydro aware if the CPR report identifies additional cost-effective DSM 
which BC Hydro can access in the future. 

If BC Hydro is providing DSM at an average of $22/MWh please confirm that BC 
Hydro can sell this energy in the electricity markets for a profit. 
Please provide a cost curve by DSM element for BC Hydro's for each of the 
codes and standards, programs and rate structures in BC Hydro's DSM portfolio. 
Please provide the average cost of BC Hydro's DSM programs year by year for 
the last 10 years. 

135. Reference: BC Hydro Historical and Actual Forecasts of Total Gross Requirements 
from: BC Hydro 2006 Integrated Electricity Plan and LTAP, Exhibit B-lA, Page 4-
17 BC Hydro 2008 LTAP, Appendix D, Page 25 
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Figure 4-8 Comparison of Actual Total Gross Requirements to Forecast (1962°1991) 
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Figure 5.2 Historical Actual and Forecasts of Total Gross Requirements 
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Please update the above graphs showing a comparison of Actual Total Gross 
Requirements to Forecast from 1964 to the present and including the current 
forecast for the future. 
The CEC wishes to understand the historical relationship between BC Hydro's 
forecasting and the Actual Total Gross Requirements. Please provide the full 
dataset of the BC Hydro annual forecasts for each year dating out 20 years, and 
the Actual as shown in the example table below. 



135.3. 

{00649566;1} 
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Please provide the complete dataset for BC Hydro's surplus and deficit by year 
dating back to 1961, and include the value of market sales and market purchases 
for each year. 
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136. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Pages 3-6 and 3-14; Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.14.1 

136.1. 

{00649566;1} 

The centr;:il equ~1tion in es!im;:itmg the res1denl!JI s;:iles forec;:ist 1s the product of the 

number of c1ccounts times the aver;:ige use per account. The inputs are derived as 

follows: 

The number of account additions 1s based on a housing starts projection; and 

The forecasts of the residential average use per account are determined with 

Statistically Adjusted End Use Models.2.'.l The models' drivers are historical 

average actual use per 3ccount, economic drivers including population and 

dispos;:ible income. normalized temperature projections, billing days, forecasts 

of average 3pplr3nce stock effic1enc1es and data from BC Hydro's remlent1al 

end-use sur1ey Forecasts of aver3ge appli3nce stock efficiency come from the 

2015 US Energy lnfo1mation AdminislrJtion average efficiency proiections for 

the P3cific region. 

Sales to the 1esidenli3! sector 3re expected to grow by 3bout 325 GWh per ye3r or 

l 7 per cent between fiscal 2017 and fiscal 2018 Jnd 350 GVv'h per yeJr or 

! .8 per cent between fiscal 20 18 ~rnd fiscal 20 19. This gro,,vlh is mainly driven by the 

prn1ec!lon of housing st;:irts that increases the tot3l num!Jer of residentiJI accounts, 

which are forec;:ist to grow b]' I 4 per rnnt per annum between fiscal 20 17 ~ind 

Lscal 2018 and 1 4 per cent per annum !Jetween fiscal 2018 ,1nd fiscal 2019. 

1.14.1 Does BC Hydro incorporate any and all evidence that is known to 
it, or anticipated, regarding future circumstances that might arise 
and influence the load forecast? Please explain. 

RESPONSE: 

BC Hydro strives to produce forecasts of electricity demand that are as accurate 
as possible recognizing that load forecasting involves inherent uncertainty. We 
produce the load forecast by developing accurate, reliable, and stable models that 
specify the relationship between load and Its key drivers, and by using reliable 
and credible sources for forecasts of the key drivers of load. This process 
includes the development of low, mid and high forecasts. For planning purposes 
we use the mid forecast which represents our expected outcome of load and 
drivers. 

As stated in the Application, forecasting of LNG plant loads was approached 
differently from other sector forecasts. For information used for the forecast of 
LNG volumes reflected In May 2016 Load Forecast, please refer to section 3.2.2 of 
the Application. 

Is it fair to say that the BC Hydro forecast load is based primarily on historical 
drivers and does not account for disruptive technologies, policies (government) or 
changes in the economy? If no, please explain why not. 
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137. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Pages 3-4 and 3-5, Exhibit B-9, BCUC 1.7.1 and Exhibit 
B-10, CEC 1.12.3 

Forec3st), and is of keen public mteresL For these reasons, BC Hydro h3s decided 

to transp3rently include the volume of load which these proponents have announced 

will be supplied BC Hydro (and for which BC Hydro has service requests) and the 

lo::id eshm::ites and in-service dates are b::ised upon publicly available information 

The LNG Load Forecast dunng the test penod 1s relal!vely small compared to the 

longer-term outlook, rnngmg from 57 (W/h in fiscal 2017 to 139 GWh in both 

f1sc;:il 2018 and fisc31 2019 

FortisBC Energy Inc. is currently constructing an expansion of its ;:ill-electric 

T1lburv Island LNG facility, further exp.:msion al Tilbury ts possible, but will 

depend on m~uket conditions: 

LNG C.:mada to be located in Ki!im;:it, has agreed with BC Hydro and U1e 

government to eleclncity supply terms for 1ls ancillary lo;:ids_ On July 11, 2016 

LNG Canada Jtmounced lh3t it would be delaying its fin;:il i11vestm1~nl decision 

beyond Dernmber 20 I 7 HoNever, this h::is not been reflected in this 

,;:ipplic.:ition ::is the impact 1s not yet known; and 

'v\!o(ldfil:ire LNG to be loc3led ne;:ir Squam1sh, is plnnnmg to electnly boU·1 its 

<<rmllary and compression loads, It is expected !o make a final mvestmenl 

dec1s1011 withm the current fiscal year BC Hydro is currently working on an 

Electrmty Supply Agreement with Woodf1bre LNG 

By fisc;:il 2024, the LNG Lo;:id ForecJst increases to 2,6132 GWh per year which 

represents the tot;:il of !he ;:innounced loads 

{00649566;1} 

BC Hydro also states on page 3-5 that "The LNG Load Forecast during the test 
period is relatively small compared to the longer-term outlook, ranging from 
57 GWh in fiscal 2017 to 139 GWh in botl1 fiscal 2018 and fiscal 2019." 

1.7.1 Please provide a breakdown of LNG volume by LNG project as 
included in the load forecast for F2017 to F2019. 

RESPONSE: 

All LNG volumes are attributed to the Tilbury LNG facility. FortlsBC has provided 
permission to BC Hydro to disclose this Information for the purpose of this 
response. 

The volumes in the load forecast for the test period are 57 GWh in Fiscal 2017, 
139 GWh in Fiscal 2018 and 139 GWh in Fiscal 2019. 



1.12.3 

RESPONSE: 
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Please explain whether or not the LNG Canada and Woodfibre 
LNG load requirements can be considered as firm loads at this 
time. 

As stated in section 3.2.1.1 on page 3-5 of the Application, the load forecast 
includes the LNG facilities that have announced they would be supplied by and 
have requested service from BC Hydro. 

Please refer to BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.7.2 for discussion about recent 
developments to the proposed LNG Canada and Woodfibre facilities. 

137.1. Please confirm the CEC's interpretation that the load forecast includes only load 
from Tilbury in the test years, and no load for LNG Canada or Woodfibre. 
13 7 .1.1. If not confirmed please provide the expected load from Tilbury, 

LNG Canada, Woodfibre and any other project that is included in 
the forecast. 

138. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.20.4 

{00649566;1} 

1.20.4 

RESPONSE: 

Please provide BC Hydro's assumptions with respect to the 
natural gas and natural gas liquids market prices. 

B.C. sh<ile g<is production is destined for three m<irkets: the Asi<in LNG nrnrket, 
the North Americ;:in n;:itur<il g<is m;:irket ;:ind the n<itur<il g<is liquids m<irket. 
BC Hydro's assumptions for these three m<irkets <ire <is follows: 

• For the Asian LNG market, prices are expected to remain relatively low 
thro~igh to early 2020 as world supply of LNG continues to grow <ind 
exceed dem<ind. However, <lfter 2020, market prices <ire expected to 
improve as the excess supply gap progressively n<irrows due to retiring 
supply <ind growing demzind. 

• For the North American m<irket, low cost U.S. n<iturnl g<is suppliers <ire 
expected to suppress m<irket prices in the short term. However, in the 
medium to long term, growing dem<ind (from the U.S. <ind Mexico), <ind 
rising supply costs <ire expected to incre<ise m;:irket prices zind stimulzite 
production from the low cost B.C. Montney region. 

For the notural gos liquids m;:irket, prices in the short term ;:ire expected to 
remain fl;:it, but ;:ire sufficient for B.C. Montney suppliers to proceed with 
plant construction projects to supply gzis liquids. In the medium to long 
term, prices :ire expected to increase :is dem;:ind grows for g;:is liquids, 
driven by increased demand for diluent in the Albert:i oil s<inds. 

For further information regzirding BC Hydro's dat:i sources ple;:ise refer to 
BC Hydro's response to CEC IR 1.20.2. 
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138.1. Does BC Hydro agree that LNG market prices after 2020 may have a 
considerable range of uncertainty with respect to the degree of any anticipated 
improvement? 

138.2. Please discuss whether or not competing LNG projects in other parts of the world 
including US brownfield sites may have competitive advantages over greenfield 
LNG projects in BC. 

139. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.23.1; Exhibit B-1-1, Page 3-13, Table 3-2 and Page 
3-16 

23.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Page 3-20 

(G\Vh) 

Fiscol /017 to f1sc~i 2019 Dfune'it1c 
Enti1gy Sales fo1ec;1st less 
Oem~nd-Side M~rrngr.ment. Plan 

F20 15 F7G1 G 

Actu.li RRA 

19.0:2>5 12.112 
rn.::n rn 5t4 54tl 19,832 1B7B5 

1 L"tg·~ l'"'idt~'f.!J'/t 14,4·14 H le 
~ Cth~ 1.6C4 1.5457 1 '538 1.6CJ2 L6t ~ I 5t3 1.534 

'1.23.2 

RESPONSE: 

51-S1S 52,&-?4 -------------

Please supply a ballpark +/- % range of variation that might 
reasonably be expected to occur in each of the classes. 

BC Hydro does not estimate a plus or minus range for the load forecast, rather, we 
calculate a high and low load forecast range. Our high and low load forecast range 
is provided in section 3.2.2, Table 3-2 of the Application. 

Table 3-2 

(GWh) 

Residential 
Li~1llt I nclustrial rn1cl Cornrrnrcial 
Large I nclustnal 
Otl1er 
Toto! Mic! Domestic Sales 

Total Low Domestic Sales 
Total Higl1 Dorrnstic Sales 

{00649566;1} 

Fiscal 2017 to Fiscal 2019 Domestic 
Energy Sales Forecast (Mid, Low, High) 

F2015 F2015 F2016 F2016 F2017 
RRA Actual RRA Actual Plan 

1 2 3 " :. 

18,805 17,047 '18,743 17,33'1 '18,654 
18,277 18,564 18,346 18,421 '19,212 
14,444 14,020 15,032 13,669 13,752 
'1,604 '1,567 1,638 1,602 'l,6'11 

53, 130 51,"199 53,759 51,023 53,229 

53,130 51,199 53,759 51,023 51,100 
53,130 5'1,'199 53,759 51,023 55,371 

F2018 
Plan 

6 

'18,979 
'19,360 
13,936 

1,6'18 
53,894 

51,468 
56,415 

F2019 
Plan 

7 

19,327 
19,655 
14,555 

1,634 
55,171 

52,259 
58,255 
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Table 3-3 Fiscal 2017 to Fiscal 2036 - large 
lndustriGI Sales Forecasts 

Wn:.,w 'io:-dutJt.ru B4.liJ ~L:h;wl cO\~ <ll•.:4" ~I 
f<!J(_,d 

~'J"'"Ulff: 

(~"ti U!'-d h1d.1>U!iJ 
(,Hii\,"<d M.l~d Ltti.J Sti.k-i 

1..:r.~-1 h tr.ti .. ~» 2 .l (J.;U k.tlfffr-Jj f<;txt'JitrcJ Oil"'' "h.~u--$£'@t ftfow 11 ~th ~~u 

6 

'"'~tuaf r z:·1~ LlU ~.11<!1 B:3>3 1.H1 1.(D~CJJ 1"'0t1J 
Ai.iuq;, r ::,,! 1~2•'4 s.&15 1,SJ'..f 1.14) 13.1\:u 1:..ee" 

f &iio~:i:.~! t..!:l'h l.<>J~ 3,8:.:;ll 1.~r 1,'.l1J4 l:ll>i?!.l ,, 1J1,1;::u 

rtJJ''t""!nil rz-:iH, UJ':U 3 7:.fti 6,!\1)1 L:a~ i:ihY IYJ l:Ll:~.s 

r~"t<-iifll J :it'-1'1i> 2.t~x 3.4:!4 e !#l UlJ M.416 1~ 1S.81~ 

f t#,{P.;_J{tt f.!'.!li: j,2'l::!- ~.1J5..t ~ 1.1'7 1.~ 1'1..IS:C l,'1~ 1U1ti 
f wf1'1.:::;;):j.I fl:.:1.'J S,til'l .rtJ1".-.) -s,e,JJl 1.5H 1& .. ~llb lJ:ti-2 1tt 5!>-1 
f vJtc;;nJtt I _,,.;e. .( h).'.> ~.1~0 !1•' ~J 11>.J.< 1!iJ>l4 lJ~bl! ib..l!vs 

'4!)?n 
1. u:pj 'i."Nl Ill l>;."'-'.Ui'f':'" 8 lJ ~\!:;,)"', U"'f\L"'U-"Ct'.-'! Lh(l -:U1 d~~tt.."'iitl ,n ,aiu:t.~~i ..,_l..11 
L Lf..\j fl~Wil> !fl •::.'4'·-~mn e uh.u <nt-i:m.)i:<l 1f14 4M~. tnk± llittd ~ 1t ;xq:u-d:<.sl'f) l."U{U:n 1 tU.1 
l A.'! !i£f,tJ:i. r'v*'n£'it') U:t»'li? ult.;:;Y;""t:i <;J:.C.::JJl~d k.1100.1-, 

Please complete the following tables: 

Please provide a discussion of the key factors that drive the differences between 

the forecast and each of the low, and high forecast for each rate class (residential, 
commercial/light industrial, large industrial). 
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140. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.25.3 

1.25.3 In what ways could BC Hyclro moclify the operations to change the 
revenue requirements? Please explain ancl provide quantification. 

RESPONSE: 

BC Hydro optimizes its supply portfolio to maximize consolidated net revenue 
over a five-year time horizon (refer to section 4.3.2 of the Application). Deviations 
from this optimal operation within this period would have a detrimental impact on 
total net revenue over the period. We have consistently applied this approach in 
the last ten years of revenue requirements applications. 

Any sub-optimal operation of tt1e system aimed at managing Cost of Energy in the 
short-term would increase the long-term cost to ratepayers. Any forecasting at 
other than expected values will likely create biased rate setting and systematic 
over- or under- collecting witl1 respect to costs. 

The deferral accounts permit the system to be operated optimally and avoids 
sub-optimal (higher long-term cost) outcomes associated with operating goals 
t11at target revenues within shorter time frames, such as the three-year test period. 

140.1. If BC Hydro is over-forecasting please explain the bias m rate setting and 
systematic over-collection with respect to costs which would occur as a 

consequence of the over-forecasting. 
140.2. If BC Hydro is over-forecasting it would be reasonable to expect that this could 

create over-acquisition of supply and a greater cost to ratepayers than may be 
needed. Please discuss. 

141. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.26.1 

{00649566;1} 

1.26. I Please provide the assumptions for the Low Load forecast. 

RESPONSE: 

The high and low Integrated Total System Gross Requirements load forecasts are 
both derived from BC Hydro's Monte Carlo Uncertainty Analysis which is 
described in section 3.2.1. 7 of the Application. 

The main assumptions for the model are the distribution for the key uncertainty 
variables contained in the model which are: 

1. Variation in the economy represented by Provincial real Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) growth. Tl1e normal distribution for real GDP growth has a 
standard deviation of 1.9 per cent. This distribution applies to the residential, 
light industrial and commercial sales and Is correlated with sales within the 
large industrial sector. 

2. Weather variation which applies to the residential and light industrial and 
commercial sectors. In British Columbia, the impact of cold weather on 
residential heating load is the most important weather effect and is modeled 



141.1. 

141.2. 
141.3. 
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using heating degree days. Tl1e weather uncertainty is based on a standard 
probability distribution of the Beta type, which was the best fit to l1istorical 
heating degree days. The distribution has a maximum of 3,541, a minimum of 
2,948 and a mean of 3,200 heating degree days. The mean, maximum and 
minimum heating degree days are a sales weighted total across all four 
regions of BC Hydro's service area. 

Uncertainty in the large industrial sales is represented by the high and low 
forecasts for forestry, oil and gas, mining and the remaining portion of the large 
industrial sector. The high and low forecasts, along with the mid forecasts, are 
used to determine the end points of a triangular distribution for each of these 
sectors. Tl1e mid high and low total large industrial forecasts are provided in 
Table 3-3 of the Application. 

Please provide an estimate of what percentage of the BC Hydro load is heat 
sensitive to variations in degree days. 
Please provide the anticipated load increase for each added heating degree day. 
Please identify whether or not BC Hydro's load forecasting a~ticipates any 
change in the heating degree days provided above. 
141.3.1. If yes, what changes are anticipated? Please explain and provide 

quantification. 

142. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.28.1 

{00649566;1} 

3.4.2.2 Aooounting For Uncertainties on the Load Resource Balances 

BC Hydro continues to monitor its Load Resource Balance as it faces significant 

Lmcertainties. The magnitL1de of the llncertainty is shov·m by the range of 

sLirplus/deficit presentecl In eacll of tile load resoLtrce balances in Tal:lle 3-8 ancl 

Table 3-9. Considermg these uncertainties. the Load Resource Balance with 

planned resoul'ces (Table 3-9) shows that additional capacity resoLtrces may be 

needed as early as fiscal 2019." 3 

" 111e ns<: or cap<1c1tv st1ortt<11i 1s 8C Hvdro s prmarv concern L-.ernuse. ur·llke enerqv. cap<1c1tv 1s requ1re<1 
al specific limes to meet load n=qu1r<0ments .:ind maintain svste111 security and reliatmty. 

1.2e.·1 

RESPONSE: 

Please confirm or otherwise clarify tliat interruptible rates can 
provide capacity benefits. 

Interruptible rates can provide capacity benefits. The value of interruptible rates 
depends on their cost to BC Hydro and how well the resulting load reduction 
meets the characteristics of our system's capacity needs. 
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142.1. Please describe how interruptible rates can best be used to meet the characteristics 
of the system's capacity needs. 

143. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.31.1 

131.'1 What would be t1-1e revenue requirement impact if BC Hyclro were 
to achieve 'JOO'Yo of forecastecl energy load increase l)y fiscal 2021 
wit11 LNG? 

RESPONSE: 

In BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.169.5, BC Hydro explains that the 2013 IRP 
Alternative was an alternative demand-side management portfolio that we 
compared and analyzed. BC Hydro estimates that 99 per cent of incremental load 
growth by fiscal 2021, with LNG, would be met under this alternative. This is very 
close to the 100 per cent referenced in the question above. 

BC Hydro notes, that since the fiscal 2017 to fiscal 2019 rates are capped by 
Direction No. 7, the impacts on customer rates of pL1rsL1ing an alternative 
demand-side management portfolio would occur over subsequent years of the 
2013 10 Year Rates Plan. Relative to the proposed Demand-Side Management 
Plan, the 2013 IRP Alternative would decrease the revenue requirement by 
approximately $36 million over the fiscal 2017 to fiscal 2024 period. In addition, as 
per BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.169.5, we have estimated the overall 
relative rate increase that would result under the 2013 IRP Alternative to be 
approximately 0.5 per cent per year over the fiscal 2020 to fiscal 2024 period. 

143.1. If pursuing the Alternative would decrease the revenue requirement of $36 
million over the fiscal 2017 to 2024 period, would it represent a $4.5 million 
decrease in revenue requirements per year? Please explain. 

143.2. 

143.3. 

{00649566;1} 

143.1.1. What is the rate decrease that would be represented by the $4.5 
million, or the $36 million? 

How does the decrease in the revenue requirement of $36 million related to the 
estimated relative rate increase over the 2020-2024 period? Please discuss. 
Is the 0.5 per cent per year increase a cumulative set of rate increases, such that 
over 5 years a rate increase of 2.5% is experienced, or is it a one-time 0.5% that 
is present with the impact being maintained for the 5 years. Please explain. 
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144. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.30.3 and CEC 1.32.1 

1.30.3 Please provide tile supply re::.ource BC Hydro is proposing to 
acquire ancl or renew clurin9 this same time period. 

RESPONSE: 

BC Hydro understands the question is referring to the IPP supply resources that 
BC Hydro is proposing to acquire or renew within the test period. 

As discussed in section 4.4.2.3 of the Application, on page 4-18, during the test 
period BC Hydro is expecting to acquire new supply resources with the Standing 
Offer Program, including the Micro-Standing Offer Program and with the potential 
acquisition of electricity from one co-gen facility. Apart from these resources, no 
new power acquisitions from IPPs are planned in the test period. 

With respect to renewals, as described in BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.18.2, 
BC Hydro has 13 Electricity Purchase Agreements up for renewal in the integrated 
area during the test period. BC Hydro has signed new Electricity Purchase 
Agreements with two of these IPPs, Akolkolex and Soo River, and BC Hydro 
submitted these agreements to the BCUC for acceptance, pursuant to section 71 
of the Utilities Commission Act, on September 15, 2016. As discussed in 
BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.18.1, the renewal assumptions are applied to 
aggregate energy and capacity volumes rather than to the number of contracts for 
the applicable bioenergy and run-of-river IPP projects within BC Hydro's 
integrated area because the contracts to be renewed are unknown until renewal 
agreements are reached with the counterparties. 

144.1. 

144.2. 

144.3. 

144.4. 

144.5. 

{00649566;1} 

Please provide the total aggregate energy and capacity volumes of the supply 
resources that BC Hydro is likely to renew. 
Please provide, in the aggregate, the energy and capacity volumes of the new 
Electricity Purchase Agreements with Akolkolex and Soo River that BC Hydro 
has submitted for acceptance. 
Please confirm, or otherwise explain that the alternative for an IPP in the event 
that it does not renew is to sell into the spot market or to enter into a longer term 
with a potential customer. 
Please provide BC Hydro's assessment of the market for longer term contracts 
with potential customers, and the expected prices for energy and capacity for such 
contracts. 
Is BC Hydro's renewal policy to price energy at market value when BC Hydro 
expects to be in surplus, and then at marginal cost when it needs more energy? 
Please explain. 
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145. Reference: Exhibit B-10, 1.32.3 and 1.32.1.l 

1.32.3 VVl1at would be tl1e RRA impact of reducing the excess of energy 
during thete~penod? 

RESPONSE: 

The amount of consolidated net energy generated in excess of the load forecast is 
estimated at 4,945 GWh in fiscal 2017, 4,928 GWh in fiscal 2018 and 3,524 GWh in 
fiscal 2019. BC Hydro expects to optimize the value of this energy by selling this 
energy into neighboring electricity markets and tl1e estimated sales revenue is 
reflected in the revenue requirement calculation in the Application. 

If BC Hydro were to reduce its resources, the impact to the revenue requirements 
would depend on which resources are reduced, when and by how much. We 
believe our currently planned actions are still appropriate given the updated load 

resource balance. Any resource reduction in the near term could potentially 
advance the need for more costly supply in the longer term. 

BC Hydro has not undertaken the work needed to determine which resources it 
would fmther reduce if that were required and hence it is not able to provide the 
impact to the revenue requirements requested. The load resource balance in the 
Application reflects the results of past acquisitions as well as planned 
resources/actions pursuant to the Recommended Actions set out in the 
Government-approved 2013 IRP (with a moderation of the demand-side 
management expenditures as supported by the Minister as expressed in his letter 
dated December 16, 20-15). This ensures reliable and cost effective electricity 
service both in the near and long-term while balancing multiple policy objectives. 
In particular, the load resource balance reflects results from BC Hydro carrying 
out Recommended Action No. 4 In the Integrated ResoL1rce Plan to terminate, 
downsize and defer pre-commercial date Electricity Purchase Agreements and 
that work is now complete. Any further reduction on existing Electricity Purchase 
Agreements Is expected to come with significant legal challenge and additional 
costs that could increase our revenue requirements. 

BC Hydro also notes that any excess may be reduced by increasing load. The 
impact to the revenue requirements from increasing load would depend on which 
rate class the increased sale is in and by how mucl1. BC Hydro expects additional 
electrification load to be driven by the Climate Leadership Plan. 

BC Hydro is required to purcliase non-firm energy under most IPP Electricity 
Purchase Agreements. As referenced in BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.17.3, 
some of 0L1r Electricity Purchase Agreements, such as those offered under our 
Standing Offer Program, include mechanisms to limit energy purchase 
commitments through hourly or annual caps on eligible energy. 

F2017 PIOln F2018 PIOln F2019 PIOln 

Non-Firm PurchOlse Volumes (GWh) 5,329 5,695 5,804 

Avernge Unit Cost ($/MWh) 57.9 59.6 63.9 

As of MOly 1, 2016 for projects connected to or pl;;inned to connect to the integrated grid. 

{00649566;1} 
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Please complete and/or revise the following table. 

If BC Hydro had not agreed to purchase non-firm energy from IPPs at these prices 
and instead had bought the energy at market prices, would BC Hydro be able to 

manage its energy needs without surpluses or excess over load forecast? Please 
explain. 

Please confirm that the anticipated non-firm market for sale of energy would have 
an estimate price of $36/MWh over the next three years. 

146. Reference: Exhibit B-9, BCUC 1.18.2 

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal 
2017 2018 2019 2017-2019 

Average 

Volume (GWh) 
--------
Existing IPPs '13, 198 14,592 '14,337 14,042 

2 IPP Renewals 106 280 571 319 

3 Other 71 130 291 164 

4 Total IPP 13,375 15,002 15,199 14,526 

Number of contracts 

5 Existing IPPs 121 114 114 116 

6 IPP Renev1als Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

7 Other Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

8 Total IPP Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

Cost ($/MWh) 

9 Existing IPPs 

10 IPP Renewals 

11 Other 109.95 103.95 100.35 102.69 

12 Total IPP 92.3 91.3 94.7 92.8 

{00649566;1} 
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Fiscal 
2018 

Fiscal 
2019 

Fiscal 
2017-2019 
Average 

Cost including Accounting Adjustments($ million) 

13 Existing I PPs 

14 IPP Renewals 

15 Other 7.8 13.6 29.2 16.9 

16 Total IPP 1,234.4 1,369.7 1,439.3 1,347.8 

146.1. Is BC Hydro obligated to renew any or all IPP or Other contracts? 
146.1.1. If yes, please provide the volume of IPP or Other contracts and the 

146.1.2. 

146.1.3. 

number of contracts that BC Hydro is obligated to renew by year. 
If no, could BC Hydro defer or not renew contracts? Please 
explain why or why not. 
Please confirm the benefit for ratepayers in the test period of not 
renewing in each year is the cost of the energy renewed less the 
value BC Hydro can receive for that energy in the marketplace. 

147. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Page 3-39 and 4-20; Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.32.1, CEC 
1.39.2 and CEC 1.101.1 

Subsequent to the 2013 Integrated Resource Plan, BC Hydro determined that it 

is appropriate to continue a moderation strategy for demand-side management 

and still achieve the 66 per cent target in 2020 in the Clean Energy Act. 26 

Spending through the fiscal 2017 to fiscal 2019 period will be reduced to 

approximately $375 million over the three year period (and average of $125 

million/year), while maintaining the ability to ramp up after fiscal 2019 if 

warranted. 

For fiscal 2017 through fiscal 2019, IPPs are expected to provide about 23 per cent 

of BC Hydro's energy supply. Cost of energy for IPPs and long-term commitments 

after accounting adjustments as reflected in Table 4-10, makes up roughly 

29 per cent of BC Hydro's revenue requirements, with an average cost of $93/MWh 

over this forecast period. 

{00649566;1} 
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Does BC Hydro anticipate terminating or renewing any IPP 
agreements during the test period? 

If yes, what are t1-1e cost savin9s that would likely accrue from 
these terminations? 

RESPONSE: 

The public version of the response to this information request has been redacted 
to maintain in confidence commercially sensitive information. The unredacted 
version of this response is being filed in confidence with the Commission as 
public disclosure could impact BC Hydro's commercial interests and ongoing 
negotiations related to the Electricity Purchase Agreement renewals. 

BC Hydro estimates savings of during the test period from 
terminating the 13 identified Electricity Purchase Agreements referenced in 
BC Hydro's response to CEC IR 1.32.1 and proceeding with the assumed IPP 
renewals at a forecast cost provided in line 14 of BC Hydro's response to 
BCUC IR 1.18.2. This - cost saving is already reflected in the test 
period forecast and includes an adjustment for estimated lost surplus valLte. 

{00649566;1} 

BC Hydro is required to purchase non-firm energy under most IPP Electricity 
Purchase Agreements. As referenced in BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.17.3, 
some of our Electricity Purchase Agreements, such as those offered under our 
Standing Offer Program, include mechanisms to limit energy purchase 
commitments through hourly or annual caps on eligible energy. 

F2017 Pliln F2018 Plan F2019 Plan 

Non-Firm Purchase Volumes (GWh) 5.329 5,695 5,804 

Average Unit Cost ($/MWh) 57.9 59.6 63.9 

As of M<1y 1, 2016 for projects connected to or pl.inned to connect to the integrated grid. 
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RESPONSE: 
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Does BC Hyclro expect tl1e costs of its DSl'vl programs to continue 
to clecline over the test periocl? 

No, the $22/MWh in the reference is the levelized cost of BC Hydro's demand-side 
management program activity over the timeframe from fiscal 2016 to fiscal 2024. 

While an individual year may have a levelized cost higher or lower than $22/MWh, 
the demand-side management plan proposed in the Application was not designed 
with the intent of continuing to decrease levelized costs over time. 

BC Hydro calculates the levelized cost of demand-side management over a 
multi-year timeframe. Limiting the analysis to a shorter period of time may not 
fully capture inter-year effects. 

Does BC Hydro have the opportunity to displace the purchase/renewal of IPP 
energy with additional DSM at an average cost of $22/MWh? 
14 7 .1.1. If no, please explain why not. 
14 7 .1.2. If yes, please identify how much energy could be displaced with 

DSM, and the revenue requirement impact of that displacement. 
147.2. What is the 'lost surplus value' as referenced in CEC 1.32.1.1 that BC Hydro is 

using in regard to terminated IPP contracts? 

148. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.41.3 and 1.41.4 

{00649566;1} 

1.41.3 

RESPONSE: 

What would the I PP olternotives soles opportunities be for their 
projects if BC Hydro did not make the renewol purchase 

In the absence of an Electricity Purchase Agreement renewal with BC Hydro, an 
IPP may be able to sell energy to another party. Such sales could be to other B.C. 
utilities (e.g., FortisBC). US or Alberta markets, or potentially to retail loads in 
FortisBC's service area. To enable these sales the use of BC Hydro's Open 
Access Transmission Tariff would be required. 
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RESPONSE: 

BC Hydro interprets "anticipated load curve" to mean the anticipated timing of the 
need for new supply under the planning view of the load resource balance which 
is described on pages 3-27 and 3-28 of the Application and set out in Table 3-6 of 
the Application (as revised in BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.11.1). 

BC Hydro could contract for renewals with IPPs to match anticipated load curves; 
however, such an approach does not provide BC Hydro with certainty as 
discussed below. 

Recommended Action 4 in BC Hydro's 2013 IRP indicated that BC Hydro would 
optimize its portfolio according to the key principle of reducing near-term costs 
while maintaining cost-effective options for long-term need. BC Hydro plans for 
and acquires resources to match its anticipated load curves on a long-term and 
cost-effective basis. This includes IPP renewals. 

Delaying renewal of IPP Electricity Purchase Agreements, as would be the case if 
BC Hydro were to match anticipated load curves, would not allow BC Hydro to 

plan witl1 certainty on a long-term basis. Assuming upon expiration of an 
Electricity Purchase Agreement, BC Hydro would not require an IPP's energy until 
a later time and chooses not to renew the Electricity Purchase Agreement with the 
IPP, then the IPP may either commit its resource to another buyer or may choose 
to decommission its facilities. In either case, BC Hydro has potentially lost tl1e 
opportunity to include this resource within its resource stack. The risk to 
BC Hydro is that at a later time, this existing resource would either not be 
available or BC Hydro may not be able to contract for this resource on 
cost-effective basis. BC Hydro would then need to acquire energy from new 
greenfield energy resources. 

If the negotiated energy price in a renewed Electricity Purchase Agreement is 
lower than BC Hydro's opportunity cost and if the energy price being paid under 
Electricity Purchase Agreement is cost-effective during the term of the agreement, 
then it is likely more cost-effective to enter into renewal agreements with IPPs as 
their contracts expire. 

148.1. Please provide any studies that BC Hydro conducted with regard to its approach 
to renewal of IPP contracts that determined the values of contract flexibility to 
match anticipated load curves to varying degrees. 

148.2. Please provide any studies that evaluated the merits of holding IPP contracts 
while BC Hydro is in surplus for a future requirement. 
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149. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.47.2 and 1.47.1 

1.47.2 What is the total expected impact of the forecast increases for 
management ancl professional staff? 

RESPONSE: 

The average annual labour cost increase is forecast to be $7.5 million per year 
through t11e test period, of which $3 million per year is for management and 
professional staff. 

149.1. 

149.2. 

{00649566;1} 

4 7.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Page 5-21 

;. Labour costs (oxclud1ng Worktorco Upt1m1zat1on) of $4.U mlil1on m 

fiscal 2017 Thi=se expe11dilures cove1 111crease:> u11t.le1 BC Hyd1u's 

cull<1clivt1 ll\.Jlt181t1e11ls, wl!1cli 111111rn l110~\J p1uviu1Jd ur1tJ1;1 l111J Provinc•/s 

bmgrnrnng rnsndme. Solmy rncreoses 1or manngement ond pro1ess1onal 

~luff l<uvt1 be;on li1111li=d timl la1gi=t"'d i11 re(efll yews, and art! plw111ed tu 

increase m the same rnte as tl'1e collective aqreements durinQ the test 

period; <Jncl 

147.1 

RESPONSE: 

Are rmmagement ond professionol staff incremes tied to the 
results of collective agreements? 

Management and Professional (M&P) staff increases are not tied to the results of 
collective agreements. It is forecast that M&P salaries will increase by 1.5 per cent 
per year over tl1e test period, which is similar to the forecast Union wage increase 
of 1.9 per cent per year over the test period. M&P increases for the test period are 
not finalized or approved and will depend on factors such as budget constraints, 
labour market conditions, and Public Sector Employers Council guidelines. 

Please provide a graph depicting BC Hydro total M&P salaries and benefits over 
the last 20 years. 
Please provide a graph depicting BC Hydro M&P salary increases over the last 20 

years. 
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Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Page 5-31 and Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.48.5.2 
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1.48.5.2 If yes, please provide BC Hydro's estimate of tt1e total cost of 
the bonus/incentive structure and tl1e percenta~1e of the 
IJ011us/111cent1ve structure relative to total cornpensation for 
l'vl&P. 

RESPONSE: 

As noted in BC Hydro's response to CEC IR 1.48.5, most Management and 
Professionals do not participate in a bonus or incentive program. The exception is 
for Executives and Directors who have a salary holdback program. 

BC Hydro's estimate of the salary holdback program is $1.4 million annually in the 
test period. As stated in BC Hydro's response to CEC IR 1.48.5, the actual salary 
holdback paid is calcLllated based on individual and corporate performance at the 
end of each fiscal year and could therefore differ from the estimate. 
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150.1. Please confirm that the $1.4 million in the salary holdback is represented by the 
$0.23/hour Forecast gainsharing. 

151. 

150.1.1. If not, please rationalize. 

Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.50.1 

Forecast Assumptions used in the Application 

Key A$sumptions 

Growth .:ind Loo.d 
O.C. Reo.I Gross Do1nest1c F'rocJuct Grovlth ("-%) 
Oorne5-tlc Sale--:; Lo.:Jd Grov/til n-"o} 
Res1ctentiG! S.:tles Load C:irowth (~b) 
Light ln<:iustri<.1! nnd Cornrnercml Sules Lo.:id Grovvth (~'O) 
Lorge Industrial Sales Loucl Growth {~'O) 
Domestic Loc1d (GV'Vl"'l)· 

Domestic Sales Volurne cGWh) 
Line Loss ancl Systen1 Use (<3Wh) 

Totzil Domestic Lo<..1d (G'Nh) 

Energy Generation 
Total Systerr1 \Vo.ter lnftov1S (~U of average) 

Sources of Supply to f\1eet Domestic Lo<:ld· 
Net Hydro Generution (GWh) 
rv1ur1<et Electricity Purchases (GWh) 
Independent Povver Producers and Long-tern1 Purchases (GWh) 
Thernial <3enerut1on (GVVh) 

Sources of Supply for Do1n0stic Lo<:td (GWh) 

Avern.ge t-Aid-C Price (U.S.S/MWh) 
Avera9e NatUfDI Gas Pnce at Surn~s (U.S.$1tv1fv1BTU) 

Fin~ncl~I 

2014116 
Actual 

3.2 
(3A"l) 
(5_"1'1) 

0"34 
0_19 

51,2·13 
4.529 

55,742 

102 

41,830 
207 

13,377 
328 

55.742 

27.'16 
3.55 

2016116 

2.4 
11.8Sl 

"I 67 
{0"77) 
(2_50) 

57,300 
5,83Ci 

63 '136 

!!17 

48,370 
122 

14,31(-;:l 
3713 

63 136 

23.12 

2016117 
Forec~st 

2-4 
(0,83) 
4"07 
2.23 

(2.53) 

56,822 
5 303 

6? 125 

98 

48,178 
230 

"13,375 
342 

62,'126 

2"L38 
2.19 

201711 a 201s11s I Foree:: Forec:t3 I 
LOI 
0.42 

(0 25) 
(1 04i 

57,394 
Ei:Mt-) 

62,743 

JOO 

46,642 
7•H 

lE.,002 
:..i.52 

62-7·13 

25.08 
2.66 

(0"37)1 
o 77 I 
0G1 I 
4"24 I 

I 
57, 1s 1 I 

5 4251 
62 <3061 

100 I 
I 

46,118 I 
HM I 

15,'1~)9 I 
355 

62,606 I 

26_2a 

1

1 

2-71 

I 
c;an ... >dian St1ort-Tenn Interest Rates ((}o) ·1.22 0.87 0.72 1.40 2 031 
C;:-inadki.n Long-Term Interest Rates (<).O) 2.83 2.37 2.£113 3.67 4.60 

-~-f orei.g!.J...5~~.:...!J.unq~B .. 9.!.~ .. J .. ~L~A':i::.9.~2$.) ___________________________ Q.8782 _____ Q.71~=?_§. ___ g_:_r:~s !_ ___ Q. 778::l ~920 I 

The table above has been prepared in the presentation format consistent with the 
Service Plan. and therefore categories and totals n,ay not correspond directly with 
amoL1nts in Appendix A or elsewhet·e in the Application. For· example, the 
presentation of Domestic Sales Volume in the Service Plan assumptions (and thLts 
in the tables above and below) includes surplus sales volun,es, whereas in the 
Application these ar·e p1·esented separately. 

Additionally, please refer to the table below, which includes updates to the 
forecast assun,ptions that BC Hydro used in the Application. 

Updated Forecast Assumptions 

Key Assumptions 2014116 2015/16 2016117 2017/18 
Actual Actual Forecast Forecast 

Growth and Load 
BC Renl Gross Domestic ProcJuct Grmvth (%)) 3.2 2-7 2.7 22 
Domestic Solos Load C-irowth (o/o) (3-4"1) -1 L89 (027) (Ll9) 
Rosidentiol Snles Load <3rowth (%:i) {5_11) 1.67 "L89 2_57 
Li9ht Industrial and Commercial Sales Lond Grovvth (~{.,) 0,34 (0.77) 222 (Q,24) 
LDrf;JEt Industrial Sales Load Growih ( 010) Ocl9 (2,50) (3,92) 0.38 
Domestic Load (GWl1): 

Domestic Soles Volume (GWh) 51,2"13 E•7,300 57, 143 56,464 
Line Loss nnd System Use (GWh) 4.529 5.8.'."i6 5<30·1 5 349 

Total Domestic Lr.lad (GVVh) ~5 742 63 "136 62444 6"1 813 

Energy Generation 
Totol Systern Water lnOows (':~~of average) 102 97 9~, "100 

Sources of Supply to fvbel Do1nestic Load: 
Net Hydro Generntion (GWh) 4"1_830 48,370 47,738 45,853 
1\-brket Electncrty Purchnses (GWh) 207 ·122 428 6f"rl 
Independent Power Producers and Lonq-tenn Purclluses (GWl1) 13,377 14,~'19 13,943 "14,918 
Tlle1mol l.:ienernt1on (GVVl1) 328 326 335 351 

Sources of Supply for Domestic Load (GWh) 55,742 63 "l'.36 62-444 6"1 813 

Avcrnqe Md-C Price (US"$!Mv\lll) 27:16 23.12 2424 25.'15 
Aver.:Jge Naturnl Gns Price at Sun10.s (U.S_$/Mv1BTU) 3.55 2.'15 2.56 2_83 

Financial 
Conndinn Short-Term Interest Rates (0/o} "L22 0"87 05D 0.76 
Canadian Lonq-Term Interest Rates (~-0) 2_83 2.37 2.1"1 2.53 
Foreiqn Excl1m1oe Rote (LJ.s_s·cdn$) 0,8782 0.7625 0.7641 0.7808 

2018/19 
Forecast 

2,3 
0"24 
0.77 
0_6"1 
4.24 

56,598 
5.425 

62023 

mo 

45,665 
8130 

15, 145 
353 

62 023 

25,10 
2J34 

L73 
3,50 

0"8020 
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151.1. Please relate the Average Mid-C price to the previously quoted surplus sales value 
of $36/MWh. 

152. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.59.1 and Exhibit B-1-1, Pages 5-9 and 5-10 

What are the total costs of changes in the Smrn1 rvletering and 
I nfrristructure progrnm? 

RESPONSE: 

The following response is expanded to answer CEC lRs 1.59.1, 1.59.2 and 1.59.3. 

BC Hydro notes that the Smart Metering and lnfrastrL1cture creates additional 
energy cost redL1ctions that are not captured in operating costs, resulting in an 
overran net positive benefit to rate payers. 

The incremental operating costs, savings and net impacts through tl1e test period 
are provided below. Please also refer to Table 5-2 of the Application for additional 
details supporting the totals below. 

F2017 F2018 F2019 
($million) ($million} ($ million) 

lncrementol Operoting Costs 44.3 43.1 43.2 

Operoting Cost Sovings (22.1) (22.4) (22.6) 

Totol 22.2 20.7 20.6 

Tl1e Smart Metering and lnfrastrL1cture Program Completion and EvalL1ation Report 
is scl1eduled to be filed with the British Columbia Utilities Commission as part of 
this proceeding, and will include the overall NPV impacts. 

Table 5-2 does not include other benefits related to the implementation of Srnart 

Metering and Infrastructure such as theft reduction as shovm in Chapter 3, 

Table 3-6, Table 3-7, Table 3-8 and Table 3-9. 

Table 5-2 

Business Group/Key Incremental 
Business Unit Operating 

Costs 

Incremental Operating and Maintenance Costs, Operating Cost Savings and 
FTEs from Smart Metering and lnfrastrncture Sustainment Activities 

Fiscal 2017 Fiscal 2018 Fiscal 2019 

Operating Total Net FT Es Incremental Operating Total Net FT Es Incremental Operating Total Net 
Cost Incremental Operating Cost Incremental Operating Cost Incremental 

Savings Cost Costs Savings Cost Costs Savings Cost 

Transmission Distribution and Customer Service 

Asset Management and 1.0 1.0 1 Distribution Engineering 

Customer Service and 14.4 (197) (53) 2 (1.2) (0.2) (14) 0.1 (02) (01) Distribution Design 

Field and Gnd 
3.1 (1.4) 1.7 23 Opera Irons 

. 

FT Es 

---
Technology 25 6 25.6 25 

Operations Support 

Finance and Supply 
01 (1.0) (0.9) 

Chain 

Totals 44.3 (22.2) 22.t 51 (1.2) (0.2) (1.4) 0.1 (0.2) (0.1) 
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Please confirm that the $22.2 million, $20.7 million and $20.6 million identified 
in CEC 1.59.1 for F2017 to F2019 represent the full cost and benefits of Smart 
Metering Infrastructure. 
If not, please provide the full cost and benefit statement for the Smart Metering 
Infrastructure. 

153. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.62.1.1, CEC 1.32.1.1 and CEC 1.83.l 

1.62.1 

1.62.1.1 

RESPONSE; 

Please provide a brief discussion of the types of 'customer initiated' 
projects that BC Hydro undertakes totaling approximately $15 rnillion. 

Do all customers pay for the customer related projects or pay a 
portion of those identified above? 

All customers who trigger these "customer initiated projects" contribute towards the 
costs. 

For a new distribution load customer request for service, costs are allocated per 
section 8 of the Electric Tariff (Distribution Extensions - 35 kV or less). Specifically, 
the customer pays for the cost of the extension facilities to allow connection to 
BC Hydro's system, less a contribution from BC Hydro as specified in section 8.3 of 
the Electric Tariff. In addition, those cL1stomers with a total Maximum Demand over 
500 kVA will pay the System Improvement Costs as part of this fee. 

Third parties that request relocations of BC Hydro distribution infrastructure are 
required to reimburse BC Hydro for the full cost of the relocations. However, 
BC Hydro does have protocol agreements with some governmental bodies, such as 
the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, which establishes a cost sharing 
mechanism for these relocations depending on the types of facilities being relocated. 

For a new distribution IPP interconnection project, the IPP is required to construct the 
facilities from its generating plant to the BC Hydro system. BC Hydro will also 
generally be required to upgrade its facilities to allow the delivery of generation from 
the IPP, called "Network Upgrades". If the IPP has been awarded an Electricity 
Purchase Agreement under the Standing Offer Program, then BC Hydro provides a 
maximum contribution towards the costs of constructing the Network Upgrades and 
the customer is required to pay any costs over that contribution threshold. An IPP 
without an Energy Purchase Agreement with BC Hydro would generally pay for all the 
costs of the Network Upgrades. 

{00649566;1} 
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BC Hydro is required to purchase non-firm energy under most IPP Electricity 
Purchase Agreements. As referenced in BC Hydro's response to BCUC IR 1.17.3, 
some of our Electricity Purchase Agreements, such as those offered under our 
Standing Offer Program, incllide mechanisms to limit energy purchase 
commitments through hourly or annual caps on eligible energy. 

F2017 Pliln F2018 Plan F2019 Pliln 

Non-Firm Purchilse Volumes (GWh) 5,329 5,695 5,804 

Averilge Unit Cost ($/MWh) 57.9 59.6 63.9 

As of May 1, 20·1 G for projects connected to or plilnned to connect to the integr;ited grid. 

1.83. ·1 To what extent are the transmis'.;ion <me! !PP interconnection 
projects coverecl by customer funcling payment or BC Hydro 
investment? 

RESPONSE: 

We interpret the reference to "transmission" in the question to be transmission 
load customer and transmission IPP interconnection, and have structured our 
response accordingly. 

Costs for Transmission Load Customers interconnections are allocated between 
BC Hydro and tl1e load customer based on Tariff Supplement No. 6. Costs for IPP 
interconnections are either allocated between BC Hydro and the IPP based on the 
OATT, Attacl1ment Mand Attachment 0, or on the rules of the Standing Offer 
Program if the generator connection is part of BC Hydro's Standing Offer 
Program. 

The extent that the costs are borne by the customer or BC Hydro are customer 
and site specific, and vary on a case by case basis depending on the 
interconnection associated costs and the revenues BC Hydro expects to receive 
from the interconnecting entity. 

What is the maximum contribution that BC Hydro provides towards the costs of 
Network Upgrades for IPPs? 

Are the costs of Network Upgrades for which BC Hydro pays included in the cost 
of IPP energy? 

What are the approximate costs of Network Upgrades provided by BC Hydro over 
the last ten year? 
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154. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.69.2 

154.1. 

154.2. 

'1.69.2 

RESPONSE: 

Why are BC Hydro's F2017 Generation and Transmission 
Engineering expenditures approximately$ ·t .7 million above F201 G 
Actu;:il? 

The $1.7 million increase from fiscal 2016 Actual to fiscal 2017 Plan is primarily due to a 
deliberate shift in the omount of time teom leods and manogers spend working on copitol 
projects, insteod dedicoting more time to developing their te.:ims in technical, leodership 
.:ind owner's Engineer skills. Th.:it work is not c.:ipitalized. As well, there wos .:in incre<'.lse of 
13 FTEs from Workforce Optimiz<'.ltion (the s.:ivings .:issocioted with Workforce 
Optimization are capital savings). 

Please breakdown the $1. 7 million into the value from the 13 FTEs and the shift 

from capital projects to team development. 

What is the benefit from the deliberate shift to team development? 

155. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.73.l and 1.73.2 

1.73.1 

RESPONSE: 

Please briefly describe the two types of IPP energy that will be 
coming into service in F2018. 

As described in section 5.7.8 of the Application, there are two IPP projects 
projected to come into service during fiscal 2017 (not fiscal 2018 as stated in the 
question above) that will be accounted for as capital leases. The table below 
provides details about these two projects. 

Project Name Fort St. James Green Energy Merritt Green Energy 

Type Biomass Biomass 

Call Process 201 O Bio Energy Call Phase 2 201 O Bio Energy Call Phase 2 

Capacity (MW) 40 40 

Energy (GWh/year) 289 289 
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The Cost of Energy reflects the Total Payment to IPP after accounting 
c;idjustments, as described on page 4-23 of the Application, because both of these 
projects are categorized as capital leases. 

Fort St. James Green Energy F2017 Plan F201B Plan F2019 Plan 
($million) ($million) ($million) 

Total Payment to IPP • • • Accounting Acljustments • - -Cost of Energy • • ----

Merritt Green Energy F2017 Plan F2018 Plan F2019 Plan 
($million) ($million) ($million) 

Toti!! Payment to IPP • • • Accounting Acljustments - - -Cost of Energy • - -The table below provides the corresponding forecast energy over the test period 
from each of the two Electricity Purchase Agreements. 

Project F2017 Plan F2018 Plan F2019 Plan 
(GWh) (GWh) (GWh) 

Fort St. James Green Enerm • • • Merritt Green Energy • • • 
155.1. Please confirm that these two IPP projects provide firm capacity and that wind 

and run ofriver projects do not. 
155.2. Please confirm that these IPP projects are not dispatchable resources. 

155 .2.1. If not, please describe how much energy BC Hydro would be able 
to control. 

156. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.77.1 and CEC 1.77.2 and BCOAPO 1.36.2 

{00649566;1} 

The table below shows a breakdown of the $200.7 million reduction of capital 
expenditures, by expenditure type. 

Expenditure Category F2017 to F2019 Reductions to Capital Expenditures 
($million) 

Growth (29.5) 

Recleve lop rnent/Re ha bi Ii ta ti on (93.6) 

Darn Safety (102.8) 

Sustaining (9.9) 

Portfolio Risk Adjustment 35.0 

Total (200.7) 

--



1.77.2 

RESPONSE: 
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Please provide a brief discussion of the types of expenditures that 
were included in the $17.3 million in planned capital addition 
reductions. 

The table below shows a breakdown of the $17.3 million reduction of capital 
additions, by expenditLtre type. 

Expenditure Category F2017 to F2019 Reductions to Capital Additions 
{$million) 

Growth (3.5) 

Redevelopment/Rellabilitation 71.0 

Dam Safety (80.5) 

Sustaining (4.3) 

Portfolio Risk Adjustment o.o 

Total (17.3) 

Generation Projects and Programs greater than $5 million that were part of the initial plan but were delayed or cancelled resulting In a 
reduction to capital expenditure or capital addition forecasts In the test period 
S million 

A 

NmnEr of Project 

c 

Growth or 
Su-st,1lnlno 

Expenc.htme 

D 

Delayed or Cancelled Risk Score Value Score 

HYDROELECTRIC 
Br:diJi? River t RefvflHSll Pen:;tochs 1 to 4 E1terior 1 ·StlSlJining oe1~1yed fO 

3 • Rede'1elopment Deby·~d fO 

Elro Redevelopment 3 - Redevelopment Delayed 9.5 

Jonn Hm1 Q;:im S€:!rn1ic U x11 ;,1de '.!·Darn SJfety Oetay;;od 11 

KootenJy Can;,11 Moo;;m1z.i: Co11trols 1- SliSIJil'lif'\g Delayed 10 

Delayed 

i------------ ,E'i?Jce C.Jli/on Upora.•je HV,.\C System -----------·'-I ·--'S'-us-'-lo_._irn._,ng'----l---"----~'-'----l---"'--1--------
-~-·- Str"thS-2.!)i!.Jl.Qfil.ill!i'&~~Jfu'.@.y ___________ . ____ . ______ 1_2 __ -_D __ nm __ s_of_ef~J ---+-----~----

DelJyed 10 
Del.lye ct ___ _J.:!.._ __ 

s1i.11hcon::i UpJrJd"' D1<>(h.11ge 2 - D::im Saf~ty Q;.13y.:-d 11 

Vanous F<:lCll:tles Re-duce Cutler Hammi:-r E ·cl!er Sa!l<ty Ri~k Pr1.19r3m 1 - Sust1:n1ng DH:W•:d 10 

THERMAL 

IBurrJrd Modit· tor P<ls\ GNierJtion On..:-raHons 1- sustJ!ning Delayed 

I 
I 

156.1. How will the delays in dam safety impact future costs and revenue requirements? 
156.1.1. Please explain and provide quantification where possible. 

156.2. How will the delays in dam safety impact the benefits in dam safety investment? 
156.2.1. Please explain and provide quantification where possible. 
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157. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Page 6-111 and 6-112, and B-10, CEC 1.79.1and1.93.1 

Dunng the fiscal 2017 to fiscal 2019 period, capital expenditures of $46.3 million are 

to maintain and upgrade capacity for data center compute, storage and networks to 

support continued gro1Nth and enhancements for applications and also to upgrade 

BC Hydro's personal computing assets and maintain print capabilities. 

The Data Centre Refresh project will replace or upgrade the aging and end of life IT 

infrastructure 1n the primary data centre. The Wmdovvs Server upgrade project is 

well into imp!ernentalion and 1ivill upgrade all servers to current versions. Data 

storage needs continue to grow rapidly driven by increasing IT use, nevv 

storage-intensive technologies. and changing records retention policies. Ongoing 

data centre expenditures include the sustainment of Windo\•/s and Unix servers. 

The annual personal computer refresh program 'Nill continue. to enable the Windows 

update to version '10. allowmg users access to current versions of Microsoft Office 

software. 

1.79. ·1 Wlw were Cyber Security ancl Safety ancl current IT services 
considered o key priority? 

{00649566;1} 

RESPONSE: 

Projects are prioritized based on value and risk reduction criteria. Cyber security 
threats pose a significant risk to BC Hydro and thus projects that address this risk 
have a relatively high value. Improving safety is a key business objective for 
BC Hydro and projects that address reducing safety risk to employees are valued 
relatively highly. 

Maintaining current information technology services at existing performance 
levels is ranked highly as these are the basic information technology services 
required to support all of BC Hydro's business operations. 
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How old is the aging ancl encl of life IT infrastructure in the primary 
clata center? 

RESPONSE: 

The Information Technology Infrastructure at the primary data centre (Kamloops 
Internet Data Centre) is comprised of network, computing, and storage equipment. 
The majority of this equipment was purchased in 2012 and 2013 during the data 
centre move from Edmonds (Burnaby) to the Kamloops Internet Data Centre. 
Some of the equipment moved from Edmonds to Kamloops is older than 2012, 
with the remainder purchased later. 

Network and computing equipment is generally refreshed every five to 
seven years and storage equipment every five years. As a result, many 
infrastructure assets at the Kamloops Internet Data Centre will be refreshed 
during the test period. 

157.1. Could the aging and end of life IT infrastructure program be deferred? Please 

explain why or why not. 

157.2. Please quantify the impact of deferring the aging and end of life IT infrastructure 

program by one year. 

158. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.86.4 and 1.89.2 

1.86.4 V\lhc:it is the process by which the BCUC vmuld become awme of 
any projects tl1at were significantly over-budget ancl/or 
unsuccessful in meeting tl1e1r objectives? Please explain. 

RESPONSE: 

BC Hydro believes that a revenue requirements process is a means whereby the 
British Columbia Utilities Commission and lnterveners can obtain information and 
understanding of our capital plans and planning processes, including actual 
results for capital projects, compared to plan. In addition, BC Hydro includes 
information related to its capital plan in its Annual Report to the British Columbia 
Utilities Commission, including current year actual results compared to plan by 
business function (major asset category), planned capital expenditures for the 
following year, planned costs for capital projects with a total forecast cost greater 
than $5 million, and identification of capital projects that BC Hydro expects will be 

{00649566;1} 
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subject to a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity or section 44.2 filing, 
in accordance with our Capital Project Filing Guidelines. 

For projects that are the subject of a Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity or a section 44.2 filing, BC Hydro provides periodic progress reports 
(quarterly, semi-annual and annual depending on the nature of tl1e project) to the 
British Columbia Utilities Commission. These reports inclL1de project life-to-date 
actual resL1lts vs plan, forecast cost at completion, a discussion on variances 
between actual and forecast costs, as well as the identification and discussion of 
any issues that may impact project scope, cost or schedule. Final project reports, 
filed at the end of a project, include detailed variance analysis for actual versus 
forecast project costs, as well as a discussion on whether or not the project met 
its objectives. 

We note that the Capital Expenditures and Projects Review proceeding currently 
in progress is expected to result in new British Columbia Utilities 
Commission-approved capital project filing guidelines. 

For the Generation Portfolio, it was recognized that the Planned Expenditures for 
the portfolio as a whole have been higher than the Actual Expenditures in recent 
years. As our understanding of project and portfolio management has matured, 
the Portfolio Risk Adjustment was developed in an attempt to better predict how 
the expenditures are likely to change relative to planned expenditures over the 
test period. 

158.1. Please identify any projects above a reasonable threshold level in the last 10 years 
which could be considered as over budget, and provide the year, the budget and 
the final cost. 

159. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.92.2 

l.92.2 

RESPONSE: 

Plense provide a brief cliscussion of the energy conservntion tools 
tJeing offerect. 

The customer energy management solutions included in the capital expenditures 
in the test period will provide customers with: 

• Customized Home Energy Reports that compare similar homes in the 
customer's neighbourhood; 

• Energy saving tips based on the physical characteristics of the customer's 
home and personal usage; 

Proactive notifications when unusual consumption is detected; 

• Improvements to Team Power Smart challenges; and 

• Product offerings based on products previously subscribed to or pmchased 
by the customer. 

{00649566;1} 
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159.1. Please provide the costs of the energy conservation tools being offered. 

160. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.92.4 

1.92.4 Would BC Hydro anticipnte failures from its web platform ancl call 
llandlin9 environment if capital investment were not pe1iormed at 
tl1is time? Please explain. 

RESPONSE: 

The web platform and calling handling applications function well when the volume 
of transactions is normal to high. However, under extremely high volume 
conditions there is risk that some of the normal functionality will be stressed and 
system performance might degrade. This degradation may result in, but is not 
limited to, customers experiencing: 

• Slow access to outage information on bchydro.com; 

• Access problems related to current outage information; and 

• Problems in reporting new outages to BC Hydro. 

Modifications and enhancements to technology infrastructure are required to 
maintain system stability during these extremely high volume events. 

160.1. What is the likelihood of BC Hydro experiencing 'extremely high volume 
events'? 

160.2. What types of delays and reporting problems have customers experienced in the 
past that will be corrected with the investment in IT platforms? Please provide 
specifics and the expected improvements that would be achieved. 

161. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.93.2 and 1.119.5 
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I 9:'.:i.2 

RESPONSE: 

V\lhat is t11e cost of tl1e ·annual personal con1puter refrest·1 
pro~Jrsr-i--1'? 

The annual PC Refresh Progran1 is a recurring capital expenditure to periodically 
replace obsolete personal computers for BC Hydro en1ployees. Capital 
expenditures were $4.0 million in fiscal 2015, $3.1 n1illion in fiscal 2016 and are 
expected to be $4.0 million in fiscal 2017, $3.0 million in fiscal 2018 and 
$3.0 n1illion in fiscal 2019. 

There is also an annual Operations PC Provisioning Program with expected 
annual capital expenditures of $1.0 million. This Program replaces lost or broken 
con1puters. 

Year-over-year costs vary based on the nun1ber of units due for refresl1 in a given 
year, the average cost of the new devices, and the current US dollar exchange 
rate. 
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161.3. 
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1.119.5 

RESPONSE: 
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Please provide any cost/benefit analysis for projects over 
$5 million. 

There are three programs with forecast capital expenditures over $5 million in the 
in the infrastructure category during the test period. The benefits for these 
programs are shown in the table below. These are future programs, and BC Hydro 
has not yet quantified their financial benefits. 

Program Benefits Description 

Microsoft End User Devices • Reduced risk of non-compliance costs . 
License • Reduced risk of loss of productivity due to out-of-date 

soft'·Nare. 

PC Refresh • Reduced risk of prodL1ctivity loss due to older PCs, laptops, 
and tablets 

Storage Capacity Gro•Nth • RedL1ced risk of IT applications failing dL1e to disk storage 
capacity constraints. 

·-

BC Hydro's response to CEC IR 1.119.3 provides a summary of all forecast capital 
expenditures during the test period. 

Does BC Hydro have any evidence of productivity loss due to the use of older 
PCs, laptops and tablets that has occurred in the past? 
161.1.1. If yes, please provide. 
Could the annual PC refresh program be deferred? Please explain why or why 
not. 
Please quantify the impact of deferring the annual PC Refresh program by one 
year. 
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162. Reference: Exhibit B-10, Fortis 1.4.2 and CEC 1.98.2 and 1.98.3 

Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Section 7.4, Page 7-16 

BC Hydro believes that un-forecast and non-controllable expenditures with a net 
income impact of greater than $10 million in a fiscal year would be considered 
material; therefore, in these cases, a new regulatory account would be warranted 
to defer tl1e impact for future recovery. 

1.4.2 For those regulatory accounts where a number of items are 
recorded in one account, please confirm whether the $10 million 
materiality threshold is applied to the sum of all items or to each 
item considered for deferral. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to BC Hydro's response to FortisBC IR 1.4.3, in which BC Hydro notes 
that the $10 million figure referenced in the question from section 7.4 of the 
Application is in respect of new regulatory accounts. 

In the event BC Hydro were proposing a new regulatory account comprised of a 
number of Items, It would apply the $10 million figure against the total potential 
net income impact of the items comprising the proposed regulatory account, were 
it not approved. More specifically, if the total of the items comprising the 
proposed new regulatory account could have a net income impact of greater than 
$1 O million, BC Hydro believes a new regulatory account is warranted if the other 
considerations outlined in section 7.4 are met. 

1 .98.2 Has BC Hydro used $10 million as a thresl1old previously? 

RESPONSE; 

BC Hydro's proposed $10 million threshold in respect of new regulatory accounts 
was included In its Regulatory Accounts Report, Appendix H to the Fiscal 2015 -
Fiscal 2016 Revenue Requirements Rate Application. 

BC Hydro had not proposed a threshold for this purpose previously. 

1.98.3 Please provide the $ amount equivalent to a 1 % rate increase. 

RESPONSE: 

The dollar amount equivalent of a one percent rate increase for fiscal 2017 is 
$43 million. This is calculated by dividing the total Revenue Subject to Rate 
Increase in Appendix A, Schedule 1.0, Line 28 by 100. This ignores the rate cap in 
place for fiscal 2017 for the purpose of answering the question. 

{00649566;1} 
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What would be the ratepayer impact of changing the $10 million defenal account 

threshold to $5 million or increasing it to $20 million? Please explain and provide 

quantification where possible. 

Is it possible that BC Hydro might have a number of potential accounts with a 

number of items for each account that would not trigger the $10 million threshold, 

but would do so in aggregate? Please explain. 

163. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.102.2 

The performance metrics are: 

Participant Participant Participant Participant 
1 2 3 4 

Capacity (MW) 65.0 22.0 22.0 17.0 

Curtailment Events Passed 25 28 28 28 

Curtailment Events F;iiled 2 0 0 0 

Compliance Rate (by Event) 92.6% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Number of 30 min Non-Compliance 
Intervals 12 0 0 0 

Compliance Rate (by 30 min Interval) 97% 100% 100% 100% 

Average KW's Below Contracted Capacity 
During Failures 42,973 NA NA Nf\ 

Maximum DR Provided (kW) 133,330 46,734 60,302 26, 732 

Maximum DR Provided (Ratio of 
Dispatched Capacity) 205.1% 2.l 2 ,4% 274.1% l57.?(}{, 

Average DR Provided (kW) 77,425 23,084 28, 116 18,250 

Average DR Provided (Ratio of Contracted 
Capacity) 119% 105% 128% 107% 

There were some implementation issues which provided learning opportunities 
for BC Hydro and the participants. The most notable learning is the lack of ability 
to provide real-time customer performance feedback (i.e., metering). BC Hydro is 
only able to confirm the following day if the customer met the performance 
objectives. The other major issue related to the reference load from which the 
customer must reduce its load. With the complexity and variability of the 
customer's operations, it can be hard to find a large sample of "normal" operating 
days that are recent, especially when accounting for maintenance days. 

Many issues were resolved with open communication between BC Hydro's team 
and the customer and included situations not anticipated by either side during the 
design and consultation period (i.e., is Boxing Day considered a statutory 
holiday?). These issues are being considered in Year Two. 

163.1. 
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What, if any, could the cost savings be if BC Hydro were to rely on Load 

Cmiailment to meet capacity and energy demand in the test period? 
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163.3. 
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Why is BC Hydro unable to provide metering allowing real-time customer 
performance feedback? 
What would be the costs of providing such metering? 

164. Reference: Exhibit B-9, BCUC 1.183.3 

164.1. 
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T<ible 1 Residential demand response ($ 000) 

By Resource F2015 F201G F2017 

Labour 97.9 106.3 172.0 

Advertising 0 12.3 30.0 

Consultants 85.7 270.9 1,861.0 

Other non-labour 2.4 119.4 13.0 

Incentives 0.3 64.4 100.0 

Total 186. 0 573.4 2, 196.0 

Commercitll demand response($ 000) 

By Resource F2015 F2016 F2017 

Labour 140.2 124.6 179.6 

Advertising 0.9 0.8 10.0 

Consultants 82.7 85.8 451.0 

Other non-labour 0.4 8.1 9.0 

Incentives 0 79.I 80.0 

Total 22.i.1 29ll.3 729.8 

lnclustri.:1! demand rE-sponse ($ 000) 

By Resource F2015 F2016 F2017 

Labour 65.9 83.8 21Ui 

Advertising 0 0 0 

Consultants 54.8 70.1 50.0 

Other non-labour 2.7 0 0 

Incentives 8.1 83.6 0 

Total 131.5 237.6 261.6 

Please explain the requirement for $1.9 million in expenditures for consultants 
(F2017) for the Residential Demand Response program, and why it is so much 
higher than that required for Commercial or Industrial. 
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165. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.108.3 and 108.4 

{00649566;1} 

108.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Page 10-11 

BC Hydro has offered demand-side management programs lo its customers 

since 1989. The BC Hydro Conse1Yation and Energy lvlanagement team is composed 

of full time BC Hydro employees who have extensive experience in demand-side 

management delivery from design through implernenlation and evaluation. 

Li08.3 

RESPONSE: 

Whal sovings me yet to be achieved from the total dollar value of 
investment referenced above? 

Please refer to the table presented in BC Hydro's response to CEC IR 1.108.4 for 
electricity savings yet to be achieved. 

Cumulative Electricity Savings (GW!tlyear) 
@'Customer Meter 

F1989 22 

F1990 63 

F1991 212 

F1992 595 

F1993 968 
--------
F1994 1.371 
F1995 1,713 

F1996 1,968 

F1997 2,262 

F1998 1,448 

F1999 2,470 

F1000 2,m 

F2001 2,459 

F1002 2,561 

F1003 2,757 

F1004 3,071 

F1005 3,534 

F1006 3,992 

F1007 4,149 

F1008 4,686 
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Cumulative Electricity SavinHs (GWhlyear) 
@ Customer Meter 

F1009 5,035 

F1010 5,229 

F2011 5,403 

F1011 6,017 

F1013 6,098 

F1014 5,960 

F2015 6,064 ,____ 
F2016 6,403 

F2017 5,750 

F1018 5,426 

F1019 5,249 

F2010 4,891 

F2021 4,679 

F1012 4,540 

F1013 4,349 

F1024 4,133 

F2025 3,914 

F1026 3,671 

f1017 3,370 

f2018 3,119 

F2019 1,941 

f2030 3, 141 

Please produce the same data for the future year by year investments. 

Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.117.2 

RESPONSE: 

The new business processes and information technology to be implemented 
cover the full cycle of activities involved in acquiring materials and services. The 
scope of the Supply Chain Applications Project includes business processes 
covering forecasting and planning, procurement, contract management, inventory 
management and warehouse operations, and supplier payment. 

The information technology to be implemented includes: 

{00649566;1} 

SAP Materials Management: inventory management, forecasting and 
demand planning, material requirements planning, and warehouse 
operations for all materials; 

SAP Purchasing: purchasing processes, contract administration and 
invoice processing for all materials and services: and 

Integration - integration of SAP Supply Chain modules with other 
previously implemented SAP modules (project system, finance & 
controlling) and other systems, including PassPort (work management), 
Oracle Primavera Unifier Construction Contract Management, and Supply 
Chain Workspace (sourcing, category, and contract management). 

The Supply Chain Applications Project is necessary because the existing 
information technology used to support BC Hydro's supply chain was 
implemented in 2003 at a time when BC Hydro's business operations and the 
demands on its supply chain were very different. There are a number of functions 
within its supply chain that BC Hydro is unable to execute effectively because of 
limitations with the existing technology. BC Hydro refers to these limitations as 
"capability gaps" and the Supply Chain Applications Project will address these 
gaps and achieve operational efficiencies, reduce material and service costs and 
provide an overall reduction in risk. 

BC Hydro will make a determination on the timing of filing an application under 
section 44.2 of the Utilities Commission Act once the BC Hydro Inquiry of 
Expenditures Related to the Adoption of the SAP Platform is complete. 
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Please provide examples of the 'capability gaps' that BC Hydro experiences using 
its existing platforms. 
Could the Supply Chain Applications Project be deferred? Please explain why or 

why not. 

166. Reference: Exhibit B-10, CEC 1.116.1and1.116.4 
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1.116.1 

RESPONSE: 

Please provide a llre3kdovm of the Customer pl3nned 
e;:penditures by Proiect 

A lirec1kclown of rorec,1st capital expenditures liy projects/programs plannecl in tile 
test periocl in the customer category is providecl in the table below. Tllere nre 
approximately ·15 individual projects or programs forecast to be less than 
$1 million cluring tl1e test periocl that me grouped toget11er in the table. 

Name' oi ProyJct or Program (~ mlthon) F2017 F2018 

Er1t.:rpns-: E. fJJ ln'rastructure 58 21 

Ca, CCf'ltre- :..c1rq Tttrn Telephry;y and IVR Foun-:!3tion 40 

UxJettJ.! Rt:plar.en)b•«t 'l·P.h SAP 

Ene-rgy Insights \ 0 I 5 

Ev.:h'-e D qit."'!l Channels 10 

Cu·:lcm<-r P.;y t-low 17 

Wf:O P;.a,..icrm Enh3t1{.errentz j s 
Out39e -AutC<'Dat:.-: Nofrk.ationc and ftJerts 2.0 

Mc-ter Tr.S:d;mg a."~ C-0ncd1da1ioo 07 0.8 

Projects Jnd Progrnms (l~ss U1.:m H m1mon) 5.0 0.5 

Total 19.1 11.9 

1.116.4 PleJse provide ::my cosllben8fi! analysis for projects ov8r 
~.5 million. 

RESPONSE: 

F2019 

02 

3.0 

\.0 

0.4 

4.6 

Only the Enterprise Billing Infrastructure Project hJs forecast capital expenditures 
over $5 million in the customer category for tile test periocl. BC Hydro's response 
to CEC IR 1.116.1 provicles a summary of all forecast capital expenclitures clwing 
tile test period. Tile total forecast for tllis Project is $10.9 million in the test periocl. 

Tile net financial IJenefits for this Project are not yet quantified. Tl1e expectecl 
benefits for tile Project as definer! in the Identification Phase business case 
include: 

• Reduced cost of paper for bill ancl bill related content; 

• Reduced cost of postage For bill delivery: 

• Reduced customer service costs; 

• Reducecl nsk of billino failure; 

• Improved capability for content management on the bill; 

• Increased paperless bill adoption; and 
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1 123.2 Please bre;ikout the customer c3pit;il 3dditions by major project 

RESPONSE: 

The projects with total capital additions of greater than $1 million during the test 
period, for tile customer category, are provided in the toble llelow. Projects and 
progrnms with capital adclitions of less than $1 million in the test period Me 
groupecl together. 

Name of Project or Progrnm ($ million) F2017 F2018 F2019 

Enterprise Bdl1ng Infrastructure 16.2 

C::ill Cenlre Long Tenn Telephony and l\IR fo,mdation 4.0 0.2 

Lo<idstar Replacement with $.AP 3.0 

Energy ln<-11Jhts 2.5 

Evolve D"J•lBI Ch@nels 1.0 1.0 

Custorner Pay Now 2.1 

Outage - Autornatic Nolifications and Alerts 2.0 

Meter Trading and Cofl<>olidnlion 1.5 

Projects and Programs (less tlrnn $1 million) 8.0 0.4 0.4 

Total 10.1 27.6 4.6 

166.1. Could the Billing Enterprise project be deferred? Please explain why or why not. 

167. 

166 .1.1. If yes, for how long could the Billing Enterprise project be 
deferred? 

166 .1.1.1. Please quantify the cost savmgs and rate impact of each year's 
deferral. 

166.1.1.2. Please quantify the benefits that would be deferred for each year's 
deferral. 

Reference: Exhibit B-9, BCUC 1.66.1 page 3 of 4 

f'lOn-Finrtnc:ii.::tl C1-iteriC\ tJot Desirnble 

A nurnber of inf-orn1ation rcquests fr·orn tile Corr1n-iis.s.ion suggest U1at non
fin.:1.nci .. "'fl public, interest co1Ysicler;;-1tions tTl.ay trigg~r the need for .:l C PC:n 
applicution. BC Hydro believes thi?tt the addition of no.n-financietl CPCf.J criterii.."l 
· .. •.toulct unnecessarily introduce stgntficant une:.ert.r'linty ancJ regulat•::tt-y 
inefficiencies v.tit.l-i no .:\ppreci.:lbh.7 benefit. A cte-~r and unrunbiguous expendlt.ure 
t.hresl1old is tl1e only criterla that shouid be usecl to trigger a c:PCt·L 

Financial thres:hoh:Js have the benefit of beint.1 clear· and unarnbiguous. rnak.ing it 
-e'-"'lSY fo1- BC Hyd1-o .and stakeholders to Ueterrnine v .. •hich pi-o:·.:1jects are subject to a 
c:PCt·J re-quiren11ent- C:l.::tnty 1-s an unport..:\nt benefit as the requir~en1ent f•;1r .3 C~PC:t·J 
applic.:\tion can si.gnific .... ~ntly cf-1 .. '1n(;.1e ho•;.,,• BC Hyclro ntan-ages it:s. projects. For 
e:<arnpte. if ,.:'t CPC.tJ Is r"equir-e<t. BC Hycln:. v.:iH need to pU.:\n appcopriate~y so that it 
c ... tn receive appro·-·..::-~ 111 a tirnely f..._"tshion ·.viit1out unduly clef.:\iying ccrnst.ruc..t.ion of 
th~ project.. BC Hydro v ... ·ill .... '"llso need t.o ct:Jntract cipp1·opri..;tefy to ensure th.::.t 
constcuction does ncit con111nence p1-ior to a CPCt·J being rt'-eceived ;.'"\nd t.o ensure 
th.:-~t ... -,11 con"'tn1itn11ents i..ll"e subje-ct to c:otntnission .::\pproval. ft is tf"ter.afor-e 
ii-rq:)Qt-C~nt t.h.:\t BC Hydr·o l:J-e ~bie deten1nine in advance whether.:. CPCtJ is 
required. 

BC Hydro considers. U1at to sorTle clegree, a.fl project.shave pubtic ~nter€st issues 
tt1.:n .:ire s.in•ilo.1-. fJon-f1nanc.ial crtteria~ hov .. •ever. i."lt-e by their nature subject"IVe ~1nd 
.arnl:iiguous .. For ex.:ltTlpte,.. a non-fin~nc:ial criterion n1Lly be u1 ... 11t a CPCtJ is ,-equiirecl 
if there ~f·e sig:nificnnt st.:.:tkeho1der c:oncen1s r-.aised .. vith respect to a project. lt is 
not possible to objectively cJetenr1ine ~f concerns r.::.ised are signifu:;.""""'HYt or- not. 
Furthe1·. tlte ncnure- of s.takehQlder concerns n""lay not b·e npp.:''u·ent unt.H late in tl1e 
project ~:ift::""cycle-

{00649566;1} 
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Please confirm or otherwise explain that BC Hydro from time to time internally 
justifies projects based on non-financial criteria. 
If the criteria were an unambiguous expenditure threshold and/or a significant 
public interest issue, would BC Hydro object? Please explain. 

168. Reference: Exhibit B-10, AMPC 1.7.1 

Forecast of Percentage of Residential Accounts with Electric HI 

F2017 
F2018 
F2019 
F2020 
F2021 
F2022 
f 2023 
F2024 
f 2025 
F2026 
f 2027 
f 2028 
f 2029 
f 2030 
f 2031 
F2032 
f 2033 
f 2034 
f 2035 
f 2036 

168.1. 
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Single 
Family 

Dwelling 
Duplex Row Apartment Other 
29.1% 53.8% 65.1% 2.5% 
29.0% 53.7% 65.0% 2.5% 
29.0% 53.7% 65.0% 2.5% 
28.9% 53.8% 65.1% 2.5% 
28.9% 53.8% 65.2% 2.4% 
28.9% 53.9% 65.3% 2.4% 
28.9% 53.9% 65.3% 2.4% 
28.8% 53.8% 65.3% 2.3% 
28.8% 53.8% 65.2% 2.3% 
28.7% 53.7% 65.0% 2.3% 
28.7% 53.7% 64.9% 2.3% 
28.6% 53.7% 64.8% 2.2% 
28.6% 53.6% 64.8% 2.2% 
28.5% 53.6% 64.7% 2.2% 
28.5% 53.6% 64.7% 2.2% 
28.4% 53.5% 64.6% 2.2% 
28.4% 53.5% 64.5% 2.1% 
28.3% 53.4% 64.5% 2.1% 
28.2% 53.4% 64.4% 2.1% 
28.2% 53.3% 64.4% 2.1% 

Why is the penetration rate for electric heating expected to decline for all 
dwelling types over the next two decades? Please provide the rationale and any 
evidence that BC Hydro has to support these assumptions. 
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169. Reference: Exhibit B-10, AMPC 1.14.2 

1.14.2 PleJse contrast the cost of energy un1je1· the SOP a~1a1nst trie 
assumed marginal cost of DSM in eact1 major DSM category, 
SIJCh JS R3tes, Cocles ;:incl SlJncJJrds, and Programs 

RESPONSE: 

BC Hyctro umlerst,:mcls that tl1is information request is seeking to compare the 
Stancling Offer Progr.:irn cost of energy to BC Hydro's Dernaml-Sicle Management 
Progrrnns. This is not an applicable comparison because tile Standing Offer 
Pro(lrt1m is a requirement pursumlt to subsection 15(2) of rlie Glean Energy Acr, 
ancl ,1s stipulate cl by the 2007 Energy Plan, tile contract price offered is ()t1sed on 
BC Hyclro's most recent BC Hyclro rnll for power. 

We provide tlie following aclclitional information to f)e responsive to tl1e 
information which is being requestecl. Currently, tile Stancling Offer Progrnm price 

rnnges from $1021MWl1 to $112/MWli (fiscal 2016$) cJepencling on the region of the 
Point of Interconnection ancl as set out in tl1e Stancling Offer Program Rules 1• In 
aclclition. BC Hyclro is currently undertaking a review of t11e Standing Offer 
Pro.grnm price and structure to reflect system neecls <tncl recent aclvancernents in 
technology ancl to <llign 1.vith the 10-yeM Rates Pl,1n. 

"Nitl1 respect to tl1e information requested on demancl-sicle marrnoement, 
BC Hyclro interprets the term "assumed marginal cost of DSM" to mean the 
"long-run mt1rginal cost" which is clescril)ecl in Section 3.4.4 of tl1e Application. 
For more information on l1ow BC Hydro uses tl1e Iona-run marginal cost to 
measure cost-effectiveness in tile context of Demancl-Sicle Mt1nagement 
Proo1«1ms, please refer to BC HycJro's response to BCSEA IR 1.3.2. 

169.1. Is the $102/MWh to $112/MWh price range the prices delivered to a pmiicular 
location or the prices at plant gate? Please explain. 

169.2. If the prices are not delivered prices, please provide the price range as delivered to 
the lower mainland. 

170. Reference: Clean Energy Act, Section 15 

Standing offer program 

15 (1) In this section: 

"eligible facility" means a generation facility that 

(a) either 

(i) has only one generator and the generator1s nameplate capacity is less than or equal to 
the maximum nameplate capacity or has more than one generator and the total nameplate 
capacity of all of them is a capacity less than or equal to the maximum nameplate 

capacity, or 
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(ii) meets the prescribed requirements, and 

(b) either 

(i) is a high-efficiency cogeneration facility, or 

(ii) generates energy by means of a prescribed technology or from clean or renewable 

resources, 

but does not include a prescribed generation facility or class of generation facilities; 

"maximum nameplate capacity" means 10 megawatts or, if another capacity 1s 

prescribed for the purposes of this section, the prescribed capacity. 

(2) The authority must establish and, except in the prescribed circumstances, maintain a 

standing offer program to acquire electricity from eligible facilities. 

(3) The authority may establish, in accordance with the prescribed requirements, if any, 
the criteria, terms and conditions on which offers under the standing offer program under 

subsection (2) are to be made. 

170. 1. 

170.2. 

170.3. 

Does BC Hydro have a minimum quantity of energy it must acquire from the 

standing offer program? 

170. 1. 1. If yes, please provide. 
Please confirm that BC Hydro has discretion to establish the terms and conditions 

under which the standing offer program is offered. 
170.2. 1. If not confirmed, please explain why not and identify the 

limitations that BC Hydro must adhere to in developing its offer. 

Please discuss the terms and conditions that BC Hydro relies on to ensure the 

cost-effectiveness of the energy it acquires through the standing offer program. 

171. Reference: Exhibit B-10, AMPC 1.14.4 

!. 14.4 Ple;:ise summ:irtze the qu31it:1 of the energy Ol)t;:iined under ti1e 
SOP comparecl to DSM by' major DSfv1 c.::itegory. in terms of 
fim1ness. disp3tcn3b1lit~/. curt;:iila!Jility, c;:ip3c1t1' value, and green 
ar.:ributes 

RESPONSE: 

Plei.lse refer to BC Hyclro's response to AMPC IR ·1, 14.2 for a clescription of wily 
BC Hyclro believes t11at tile Stancling Offer Program is not an 21pplicable option for 
comparison to other options to mE>et incrnmental need. sucl1 as Dernancl-Side 
M.:magement. 

However, to f)e responsive, we provicle the follo'Ning aclclitional information. 
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In terms of energy quality, BC Hydro consiclers "firmness. clispatchal)ility. 
curtililability, capacity volue ancl green attributes'' to be supply-side 
cl1an:icteristics associlltecl with t1 genernting resource. Whereas, clenmncl-sicle 
rnllnagement initiatives impact load rattier than provide supply to meet loacl. Tl1is 
clistinction is important because BC Hyclro plans for meeting system neecls hy 
adjusting its loml forecast to reflect tl1e expected impact of clemancl-sicle 
munagernent initiettives {i.e .. tile P50 estimate). Tl1e stack of l!Vailaf)le supply-sicle 
resources is t1·1en us eel to meet the resultant ("after DSM") load forecnst. 

For clenrnncl-sicle management initiatives. customers make cl1anges to their 
behaviour or instnll new energy efficient measures in response to our initiatives 
(e.g .. by installing ,1 new energy efficient appliance) which is expected to result in 
energy savings. Because tl1e energy savings ore a recluction of the loacl, tl1e 
energy savings follow t11e silrne cl1aracteristics of the loMI that it has reduced (i.e., 
the "quality" of tl1e loacl reductions is the same as tile loacl itself). BC Hyclro 
performs uncertainty analysis to uncferstand ancl plan for clifferent levels of 
demancl-side management savings, inclucling different levels of participation in its 
initiatives. Please refer to BC Hydro's response to BC SEA IR 1.35.1 for a 
discussion of how specific clemoncl side management initiatives impact 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

In contrast. the Stancling Offer Program is an acquisition program for energy from 
cle;rn or renewal)le supply-sic!e resources that l1nve tile following "qualities": 

Firm energy, using a pl.:mning view of BC Hydro's lo<1cl resource balance and 
bas eel on BC Hyclro's assessment of firm energy loacl carrying uip<ibility; 

Curtailability of oeneration tl1rough a provision in tl1e Standing Offer Program 
stanclarcl form Electricity Purchase Agreement thllt allows BC Hyclro to request 
<111 IPP to recluce or cease eneroy cleliveries for specified periods; 

Capacity to meet winter peak loads, as proviclecl in Table 3-9 of the Application 
ancl IJased on BC Hydro's assessment of effective loacl carrying capal)ility; ancl 

Environmental attril)l1tes tl1rol1gh program rules requiring oeneration to be 
from a clean or renewalJle resource ancl tl1rough contract provisions tlmt 
trnnsfer ownersl1ip of any environmental attrilrntes associated with energy 
<leliveries to BC Hyclro from the IPP to BC Hyclro. 

I. 14.3 Please prov:cle Wl the types of gener:.'ltion resources 3ssumed to 
1rnke ft1ture SOP volumes (e g. wind, micro-hydro. so!Jr, etc.): 
::mo(!)) tile JnJlys1s Jnd summ:ir/ of tl1e expected mi:( of projects 
(1 e . number or project~. Jncl percent of e':pected delivered 
energ:n for SOP deliveries to BC Hydro by generJtion type 

RESPONSE: 

The table below provides t11e types of genemtion resources aml tile relative 
proportions of energy delivery volumes expected for the mix of projects for t11e 
Stancling Offer Program volumes. These percentages are basecl on tile po1tfolio of 
awarded Electricity Purchase Agreements ancl tile portfolio of nctive applications 
under tile Stancling Offer Program (as of March ·1, 2015) which is tile data set usecl 
for tile Application. However, the Standing Offer Program is not prescriptive about 
the resource mix ancl tile clata set used for the Application may not reflect the mix 
of resource types for future Electricity Purchase Agreements. 
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As discussed in BC Hydro's response to BCUC JR 1.17.4, the numJ)er of expected 
agreements to be executed is unknovm as our forecasts are based on volumes 
<JllCl not munJ)er of agreements. 

R12source Type PH Cent Wornost Vnlumej of the 

\'Vind 

Biogas 

Bic-mJss 

\\taste-

Solar 

171.1. 
171.2. 

171.3. 

171.4. 

171.5. 

171.6. 
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Standing Otter Program 

:55.5 

5.4 

2.8 

LS 

O. l 

0.2 

How does BC Hydro assess firm energy load carrying capability? 
Please provide a discussion the types of terms that BC Hydro uses to curtail 
energy. Are there limits to the curtailability that BC Hydro can request or does 

BC Hydro have full control? Please explain. 
Please confirm or otherwise explain that there is no need for 'curtailability' with 

respect to DSM. 
Please confirm or otherwise explain that because DSM follows the same 
characteristics of the load that it reduces, it may be considered as contributing to 

peak reduction. 
How does BC Hydro assess capacity to meet winter peak loads, and 'effective 

load carrying capability' with respect to winter peak? Please explain. 
Please complete the following table, using Yes and No responses or brief 

descriptions where applicable. 
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172. Reference: Exhibit B-10, AMPC 1.14.5 

·114.5 Ple3se summarize (ai the green and c!eJn attributes requirecl of 
SOP suppliers anrJ (I)) ovmership provisions of any green 
~1ttr:l1utes for energy procured under the SOP. 

RESPONSE: 

Enerm,r clelivered to BC Hyclro uncler a Stancling Offer Program Electricity 
Purchase Agreement must be generatecl from a Clean or Renewable Resource. A 
"Clean or Renewaf)le Resource'' is as clefinecl f)y the Clean Energy Ace ancl 
regulGtions as: biomass, biogas, geothermal trnat, hyclro, solar, ocean. wind or 
any biogenic waste, Wllste heat ancl any aclclitional prescribecl resources. 

All envirornnentcil tittributes for the energy clelivered to BC Hyclro under the 
Energy Purchase Agreement .:ire transferred to BC Hyclro in accorclance witl1 tlie 
tenns of the Energy Purchase Agreement. Tile value of the environmentJI 
attril)LJtes ls embeclclecl in tile price pairl for energy cleliverecl. 

172.1. 
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Please confirm that BC Hydro can have discretion on the types of clean or 
renewable resources that BC Hydro purchases under the Standing Offer Program. 
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Reference: Exhibit B-10, AMPC 1.14.6 

1. !4.6 

RESPONSE: 

Please summarizi:: otr.er attril)Lrtes of the energy obtained under 
t11e SOP comp3red to marginal DSM in tHms of e-conomic 
l)eneflts. e.g. GDP. employment. l)eneflts to loCJ! communities, 
and bE-nefits to Loc:il First Nations. 

PleJse refer to BC Hyclro's response to AMPC IR 1.14.2 for a <lescription of wt1y 
BC Hyclro believes tliat the Standing Offer Program is not an applicable option for 
comparison to other options to meet incremental need, such as Dernancl-Sicle 
Management. 

However, we also provide t11e following infonnation to be responsive. Tile 
attrif)utes requestecl in tile question is not c!ata collected by BC Hydro in relation 

to the Stancling Offer Program, ancl is information that would be difficult to 
quantiry. As sucl1, we cto not hove this info1111ation but note tile following. 

Tile Standing Offer Program projects are small (under 15 MW). geogrnpt1ically 
cliverse, and can be ownecl ancl opernted locally. Accorclingly, it is likely that tlley 
could provide additional employment and other related local economic benefits -
p<lf'ticularly if tllese projects are locmed in more remote locations amflor First 
Ni)tions communities. For a summary of tl1e additional benefits proviclecl by 
Dernancl-Sicle Management initiatives, please refer to BC Hydro's response to 
BCUC IR 1.185.1. 

173.1. Please confirm that IPP projects are free to sell their energy to market if it is not 
purchased under the Standing Offer Program. 

174. Reference: Exhibit B-10, AMPC 1.15.3 

RESPONSE: 

Pl e3se prov;cle the key assumptions use•j v.1tl1 respect to future 
IPP Celivenes (includ111g renew'31s) 1n u-,e l°"''j resource lx:il3nce 
i)3Se for both fo1N and l1;gh scen<lrios. 

BC Hyclro unclerstancls the reference to tl1e 'load resource balance base for bot11 
low and l1igl1 sce1i.1rios' in tl1e question above to me<in t11e ·small Gap• ancl 'Large 
G<:ip' scen,1rios clescribecl on page 3-37 in section 3.4.2 of tile Application and 
presentecl in Tol)le 3-8 -:mcl Table 3-9 of the Applic.Jtion. 

Tl1e ossurnptions witl1 respect to fu1ure IPP cleliveries (inclucling renewals) in tl1e 
loocl resource l)olances provicled in section 3.4.2 of tJ1e Application are tl1e sarne 
for the l)nse case and the ·Small Gap' ancl 'Large Gop· scenarios. 

In tile bnse case we use tl1e existing an<I committee! supply contractecJ uncler 
Electricity Purcliase Agreements witll IPPs plus the future expectecl commitments 
uncler tl1e swn<ling Offer Program ,1nc1 the forecast volumes from IPP Electricity 
Purcl1ase Agreement renewals. As <lescribecl in section 3.4.3.5 of the Applicmion, 
on pages 3-42 ancl 3-43 ancl consistent with the 2013 Integrated Resource Pinn, we 
assume renewal of 50 per cent of tl1e energy ancl capacity volumes frorn IJion1oss 
Electricity Purchase Agreemt-nts and 75 per cent of tile energy and capacity 
volumes from the run-of-river hydroelectric Electricity Purchase Aureernents that 
are clue to expire witllin tile remaining years of tl1e 2013 10 Year Rates Plan. 
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174.1. Please provide BC Hydro's rationale for its renewal assumptions. 

175. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Page 3-30, Table 3-8 

Evaluation of the Appropriateness of Early Acquisition of Power 

Discount Rate 7% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

Quanti~ 1000 GWh 
Sale Value 27)/MWh 

Surplus Profile GWh 4945 4928 3524 5654 435125051416 8813608 4113 3534 274819591117 278 -662 -1355 -2118 -2704 -4056 

Purchase Price 107)/MWh 

Purchase )million 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 101 ro 80 80 80 80 80 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 
PVof Purchase )1,206 )million 

future Purchase )million 0 0 0 0 0 0 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107.107 107 107 107 107 107 

PVof future Purchase )491 )million 

Benefit of Delay )715 )million 

future PurchaseBreakeven )million 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263. 

futurePurchasePriceforBreakeven 263)million 

PVBreakevenfuture Price 
Breakeven Benefit 

Renewal Purchase Price 
Renewal 
PVof Purchase 
future Purchase 

PVof future Purchase 
Benefit of Delay 

175.1. 
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)1,206 )million 

()DJ )million 

75)/MWh 
)million 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 75 48 48 48 48 48 48 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 

)?79 )million 
)million 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75' 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 

)344 )million 

)435 )million 

The CEC has calculated above the Present Value cost to the ratepayer of 
acquiring energy in advance of the need for energy and found that for 1,000 GWh 
of delayed purchase the ratepayer would benefit by approximately $700 million. 
Also, the CEC has calculated that a future purchase in real dollar terms would 
need to be $263/MWh versus $107 /MWh to breakeven for an early purchase. 
This represents a real value increase in renewable energy supply of 146%. The 
CEC's understanding is that renewable energy in real dollar terms is declining not 
increasing. The CEC realizes this is a proxy calculation and can be made more 
sophisticated for actual circumstances, but believes it is indicative of the policy 
issues. 

Please provide BC Hydro's own analysis, as prepared before it has made its 
decisions in regard to its load resource balance evidence, of the benefits or costs 
of purchasing energy before it is needed, and provide its views with respect to 
how it is benefiting ratepayers. 




